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'Judiciary
'finds duo
notqullty
by Kathleen

Cressler:

The University News.
\

BSU basketball
players Arnell
Jones and Dan Olson were acquitted
of tampering. with fire equipment
and harrassment
charges by the
ASBSU Judiciary. March '16.
The split decision. 3-2 in' favor of
acquittal.
marks the first nonunanimous
ruling to come out of
the Judiciary in three years.
, The two. along with an unidentified third person. were accused of
removing the cover of a fire alarm in
Chaffee Hall Jan. 29.
According to the decision, Chaffee Hall Resident Adviser Diane Yore
filed an incident report Jan. 29.
which accused the three of removing.
the cover. causing the building's
alarm to go off, shortly after she had
assisted Jones and Olson in finding
somcone's room.
Charges also included harrassment
by jeopardizing the security and safety of university community members.
Senior Justice Kathy Page said.
"these (cases) are usually handled in
the residence hall (rather than the
Judiciary). but because Jones and
Olson arc not residing in Chaffee
Hall. the resident hall contract docs
not apply."
The not-guilty verdict was reached; according to the decision. because
there were "numerous surrounding
doors through
which individuals
could have emerged" and because
Yore did not actually see the three
. : 'Plll1·."offt/le'·cover. ,;, '"
'Neither Jones nor Olson' was present to enter a plea at the hearing.
and neither could be reached for
comment.

Selland to fHI
vacant position
Dr. Larry Selland will assume the
position of acting. executive vice
president of BSU for a one-year
period on July I. according to a
memo from BSU President Dr. John
Keiser.
. Keiser appointed the current executive vice-president.
Dr. Richard
Bullington. to the newly created office of vice president for information
extension.
Selland '''has assumed emergency
administrative
responsibilities
on a
state wide basis for additional agencies in the past."
according
to
Keiser's memo.
The temporary appointment is the
result of an inconclusive nationwide
search for Bullington's replacement.
The search will be reopened during Selland's tenure, which 'expires
June 30. 1988.

Chrts Butler I University News

Making a friend:

by Rebecca Carrier
and Karen Kammann

The University News
ASBSU Assistant Lobbyist Glen
Scott violated the ASBSU Senate
Code and' the ASBSU Constitution
by holding office and receiving a service award without being registered
as a student during the spring 1987
semester.
according
to multiple
sources ..
The code requires that an individual be enrolled as a full-time
student
and involved in student
government
to receive a service
award. while the constitution requires
that ASBSU officeholders
be fulltime students.
According to ASBSU President·
John Hetherington.
he was not informed that Scott 'was not registered
as a BSU student until the evening of
April l.
ASBSU Vice President Gina Luke,
however. said she knew as early as
January that Scott was not enrolled.
"I did not talk to Hetherington
because it didn't cross my mind that
it was an issue because he (Scott)
could always register late," she said.
"According to Luke, she assumed
Scott had registered between the time
in late January w~en ASBSU Person-

Four-year-old

Melissa Chivers gives one of the deer ilt the Boise Zoo a little something

low during the past two years.
nel Selection Committee Chair Linda
"My intentions were for the good
Phillips notified her he had not
of the students,"
Scott said.
enrolled and April 2. when she was
He said he had accomplished one
again notified he had not.
of his two main lobbying priorities.
Luke said that. if she and other
splitting the State Board of EducaASBSU officers had known Scott
tion and putting a student on it. His
was not a student. they would have
other goal. putting the state's colleges
acted differently.
"Hindsight
is
and universities under a charicellor20120." she said.
ship system.
has not yet been
"Ultimately. Glen is an honest inaccomplished.
dividual and his intent was not to
ASBSU Lobbyist David Dahle.
.misrepresent himself or the universiScott's supervisor. said he was pleasty.".Luke said.
ed with Scott's work but had been
Linda Phillips said she received
unaware Scott was not a student.
GPA verification
in January
in"I thought it was incredible," he
dicating that Scott was not enrolled.
said. "I was very disappointed."
"He (Scott) said that he had-been
Dahle said Scott told him he would
going to classes. but he just hadn't
resign either at the conclusion of the
had the money to pay for it." she
legislative session or at the end of this
said.
month. but was unclear as to which.
"I couldn't afford the fees (at the
Scott said. "My intent from the
beginning of the semester) and I
beginning was to resign at the end of
planned to. register by petition."
Scott said. He thought he would be the legislative session because there
are no real lobbyist duties after the
able to register later. but the money
legislature adjourns."
never came in. he added.
Hetherington
said' he had not
Scott said that he might register
received an official resignation froin
within this week. but that it was
Scott as of April 5.
'
dependent upon several 'things, inDahle said Executive Assistant to
cluding an April 6 meeting with
the ASB~U President Steve Hippler
Hetherington.
told him Scott was nor enrolled on
According to Scott. his class atten.
dance has been less than 50 percent . April 2.
Hippler said. "I informed Dave of
this semester. but it has been just as

the actions of his subordinate,"
but
declined to comment more specifically concerning
Scott until after
meeting with Hetherington and Scott
together.
In addition to his duties as a lobbyist. Scott allegedly acted as an adviser to ASBSU presidential candidate Erie Phillips during the early
part of the spring campaign.
Eric Phillips,
candidate
for
ASBSU president. said Scott had offered suggestions for his campaign.
but had never acted as an official
campaign manager and had not been
involved in the campaign recently.
Eric Phillips said he assumed Scott
was enrolled after-an occasion on
which Scott. while leaving the office,
said he was going to register.
. Scott also said that he had only
giver Phillips campaign advice, on a
friendship basis. and had not been
involved in the campaign for the last
month and a half.
Scott apologized for any problems
he had
caused
for
student
government.
"I hope they (the new ASBSU officers) can. bo a better job than I
did,"Scott
said.
"I will take my bumps and bruises.
but I hope ASBSlJ won't take them
for me." he said.

dropped 'the ball; there's no money
for students for summer school this
year. outside guaranteed
student
loans," Fenderson said.
.
The addition of a full-time lobbyist
would help get more money for situations such as this. Phillips explained.
Waddell and Overton argued that
the use of a full-time lobbyist would
indicate
student
apathy
to the
legislature,
"The legislature would think the
students were a joke," Overton said.
He .further argued that a lobbyist
would not guarantee that students'
needs would be accomplished in the
legislature.
as' evidenced
by the
telephone deregulation
bill failing

this year.
Waddell also argued that a full"
time lobbyist would overshadow the
the four student voices already heard
in the legislature.
"I don't think my opponents
understand;
it wouldn't
be one
(voice) replacing four. it would five
voices instead of four. Four voices arc
good but five are better." Phillips
said.
Waddell expressed concern. that a
full-time lobbyist may' not fully
understand the concerns of students
and not be as capable of representa-

by Rebecca Carrier
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The University News

Candidates
tackle issues,
outline plans
at debate

to munch on.

Candidates for ASBSU president
and vice president clashed on the
issue of a full-time legislative lobbyist
during the executive ticket debate
held April I.
Erie Phillips (presidential
candidate) and Kevan Fenderson "(vice
presidential candidate) supported the
full-time lobbyist, while Perry Waddell (presidential candidate) and Rick
Overton (vice presidential candidate)
opposed the addition of a' full-time
lobbyist to represent higher .education
in the' Idaho State Legislature.
"Somewhere along the line, we've

<

See Debate, page 7..
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Idahoans with a

For your

iniormetion).
Nicaraguan minister
and counselor to the Organization of
American States Marcos Wheelock
will speak April 7 at 7:30 p.m. in the
SUB Ballroom.
Wheelock, an economist, has held
various positions in the Nicaraguan
government,
including Nicaraguan
minister counselor
to the White
House in charge of economic and
financial affairs; executive director
and founder of Cattle Development
Enterprise
in the Ministry
of
Agriculture and Agrarian Reform;
and
deputy
director
of the
Nicaraguan
Institute
of Social
Security.
The free program is sponsored by
Omicron Delta Epsilon, the Student
Programs Board and ASBSU.

The

third

satellite

symposium
teleconference
on artificial intelligence will be screened at
the BSU Simplot/Micron
Technology Center April 8, from 9 a.m.·3:30
p.m. in room 217.
The free symposium, sponsored by
Texas Instruments, will include the
"AI Productivity Roundtable," with
leaders in the field describing current
artificial intelligence technology, its
applications and future impact.

master
Pre-reservations
for the teleconference are requested by April 3, . plan for a small business may have
.the opportunity
to see those ideas
as space is limited. For information
become realities through the Idaho
and registration, telephone 385-3286.
Economic Diversification Project.
The project has funding available
stu- for about a dozen contracts to study
dents who plan to attend the 1987 the feasibility of ideas to diversify
Summer Session should notify the
Idaho's natural resource industries.
admissions office of their intent.
The project is sponsored by the
Deadline for intent notification is
Idaho
Business
and Economic
May 22 at 6 p.m. Call the admissions
Development Center in BSU's Colofficeai 385·1156, or stop by room
lege of Business and funded by a
101 of the Administration
Buildling.
grant
from the U.S. Economic
Development
Administration.
The
project also is in coordination with
the other state universities
and
Chapter of
colleges. '
Pi Sigma Alpha,
the national
The contracts will average about
political science honor society, wifI
$1,500 each. Anyone may apply, but
holds its honors luncheon in the SUB
preference will be given to Idaho
at I p.m, on April 8..
.
residents. Applications arc due May
The event's keynote speaker will be
I and will be judged on their potenformer Gov. Robert Smylie, who will
tial to strengthen one of Idaho's
be presented an honorary certificate
natural resource industries,provide
by the chapter.
jobs for Idahoans and bring new
Also at the banquet, five BSU
dollars into the state's economy.
political science students will be inAccording to Jean McNeil, project
itiated into the Xi Chi Chapter. They
director, proposals should be in an
arc Alicia Flinn, Eric Phillips, Angela
early stage or development
and
Plott, Clay Shockley and Randall
should
not duplicate'
existing
Stolz.
businesses. Proposals that make usc
To qualify for initiation, students
of new technology andlor valuemust have a GPA of 3.5 or higher in
political science and a cumulative 3.0 added processing arc particularly
encouraged.
GPA.
Contract-funded
research
may
For more information, contact the
focus on such issues as availability of
BSU department of political science,
natural resources, plant and equipat 385-1457. .

Currently enrolled

BSU's Xi Chi

ment needs, labor force requirements,
distribution and marketing systems
and financial planning.
Those awarded contracts will have
approximately.90
days to. complete
their research and will havethe opportunity
to present
papers
at
regional and statewide conferences
this fall.
.
Contractors will have available the
resources of Idaho's higher education
system and the part-time service of
a research assistant. Applications will
be reviewed by teams of professional
economists
and private
sector
. business experts who will make
recommendations
to a selection
committee.
For more information,
contact
McNeil,
385-3767
in Boise or
1-800-225-3815' statewide.

Ten·BSlrstudents

and
their most influ~ntial professors will
be honored for .academic excellence
May 13 at tl\~ Annual. Alumni
Association
Top Ten Scholars
Banquet.
The senior students, who will be
honored at the awards dinner in the
IB&T Center Crystal Ballroom with
the university professors they have
named as being most instrumental in
their success, 'are: Anne Boylan,
Michael Davis, Karen Erbland, Brenda Hollingsworth, Doughal Johnson,
Andrew
King, Margaret
Lewis,
Janice Patton, Heidrun Toomey and
Eileen Wright.

Editor's Note: We regret that we
havcno senate beat in this issue.
This omission
was due to a
. reporter's error. Next week, the
senate beat will appear,

. Polide rec.ord:
Indecent

exposure
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report

03·11·87/9:40 a, m,
03-12-87111:16 u.m.
03·12·8711:45 p.m.
03·12·8712:09 p.m,
03·13·87/3: 15 p.m,

Theil report
lilt and run vehicle accident
Then report
:rhell report

03.13.87/8:46 p.m.
03·t4·87/8:30 a.m,

Vehlde accident with injuries
Baller)' report _

101

Towers
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-

101

Towers
Vu·Tech Auro
Shop
Campus Ur.
Morrison

Center
,03·14·87/8:23 p.m,
03·17·871t:30 p.m,
03·27·87/10:00 p.m,
03·28-87/1:42 •• m,

vehlcle

Theil
Petit

Pavllion
I.A lIuildin~
1341 IIrady

uceldent
report
theft

Curfew/illegal consumption

Attention Va-Tech and Graduate Students!
Since there are no candidates from your schools for
Spri.ng Elections, applications will be accepted for the positions of

ASBSU Vo-Tech Senator
ASBSU Graduate Senator
For more information please call 385·1440
or apply in ASBSU offices, 2nd floor of the SUB.

Application

Deadline April 20.

Applications Being:
Accepted For
Advertising Sales"
People
Arc you an aggrcsvivc ~df·~laricr
who cnjoy« challenging work and
I he financial rewards I hat I!O wi: h
it? If xu, a career in 13r~ad<:a~1
Salc~ may be for you. We arc curl"L'tllly seeking enthusiastic
men
and wonicrr interested in joining
Iloi~c."

radio sales

bC~1

Judicial Position Open!

11I~an 11'11111

E\Please

ICUIII.

pericncc i~ nOI required:
-cnd rc~umc~ to:

S,IIc' "Iana!!er

",I ire IUtli"
P,O, 1I1l\ 6,1
lI"i,,·. lei ~,i7117

Apply now· for the position of
ASBSU Associate Jllstice.
Help determine the constitutionality of any ASBSU
action, interpret the ASBSU Constitution, andhave
a vote in cases involving alleged violations oj the
ASBSU Student Code of Conduct.

For more information, please call 385-1440 or apply in the' ASBSU
oJfices, 2nd floor of the SUB.

ft.

I'

pre.gncint?
Need help?

.Free pregnancy

Application Deadline: April 20

test

BIRTHRIGHT:' 342-1898
All help

is confidential at free

To :tJ'HE' POINT
---For yo'ui

.

at that time. For more information,
contact Jack Dalton in the BSU
chemistry department at 385-3975.
A "Chemistry Can Be Fun" sum-~ - - -- - mer camp, consisting of five classes
designed to acquaint junior high
BSU will hold its school age students with basic
chemistry, will be offered June 22-26.
Twelfth' Annual, Spring Student
Organizational Fair April 29 from II .The program will include selected
demonstrations,
lectures
and
a.m-J p.m, on the BSU campus
quad.
' . laboratory experiments. Students will
conduct experiments in the making
The event provides an opportuniof "slime," growing crystals, converty for various campus offices. departting copper into "gold," and identiments and student groups to inform
fying the contents of a mystery
BSU students
Of the services
liquid.
available to them. Last, year more
The registration fee is $50. Forms
than 1,500 people visited the 38
and payment must be received by
booths at the fair.
Registration must be received no May 15, and enrollment is limited to
20 students. For more information,
later than 5 p.m., April 24. Electrical
contact Dr. Loren Carter at}85-3473.
hookups are limited and will be provided on a first-come, first-served
basis, according toodate and time of
registration.
Cold-drill and The UniverThose interested in participating in '
this year's fair should contact the sity News both received several
BSU Student Activities Office at, awards at the recent Rocky Mountain
Collcgciate Press Association con385-1242.
ference. In addition, cold-drill received the Gold Crown award from the
Columbia
Scholastic
Press
The chemistry depart- Association.
Cold-drill founder Tom Trusky
ment at BSU will offer two programs
traveled to New York City to receive
this summer: a workshop for elementhe Gold Crown award, plus six firsttary teachers, and a summer camp
place awards, two second-place
for sixth-, seventh- and eighthawards, two third-place awards and
graders.
two certificates of merit. "It's the
As part of a continuing national
best we've ever done," Trusky said.
effort to improve science education
University
News Editor Edith
in the public schools, a two-credit
Decker, and News Editor Karen
. course, "Chemistry: for Elementary
attended
the Rocky
Schools," will be held July IH 7 Kammann
Mountain Conference in Odessa,
from 8:30 a.m-S p.m. in room Ito of
Texas where they picked up a firstthe BSU Education Building. The
place, two second-place and a thirdcourse will assist teachers in designplace award. Cold-drill received five
ing various scientific experiments for
first-place, two second-place, one
their students, with an emphasis
third-place
and two honorable
placed on information and technimentions.
ques to make the understanding of
Individual awards for The Univerthese experiments more usable.
sity News at the Rocky Mountain
Regular registration for summer
Conference' were: first place for
classes will take place on June 5 and
general excellence;' second place to
.participants arc encouraged to enroll

intotmetion:

3
Chris Walton for sports newswriting;
second place to Decker for page
design; third place to Sheri Crook
and Scott Coffman for sports feature
writing.
Individual awards for cold-drill at
the Rocky Mountain Conference included: 'first place in general excellence; first place to Kevin Wilson
for non-fiction; first place to Jan
Pavlic for feature photo; first place
to Kathy Carpenter and Trusky for
magazine cover; second place to Phil
McClain for cover photo; second
place to Marisa Wiggins for fiction;
third place to Adele Thomason for
illustration.
The Columbia individual awards for cold-drill included first place to
Carpenter for typography and lettering; first place to Tara BUrl for design
of the Poetry Telcvisioa wheel; first
place to Janice Pavlic and McClain
for photo/illustration;second
place
to June Pearson for poetry; second
place to Marisa Wiggins' for, her
essay; third place to Carpenter and
McClain for cover design; third place
to Wilson for Iicric«

The BSU Admissions
'Counseling Center, 2065 University
Drive, will remain open from 5-7 p.m,
on Wednesday evenings to help prospective students who are unable to
visit during regular daytime hours.
Those interested arc invited 10 drop
in or to make an appointment by
telephoning 385-1401 or the Idaho
toll-free number, 800-632-6586.

FOUl; BSU students
have been selected for nomination to
Ihe national Leadership America
Program for outstanding college
students.
. Jeffrey W. Benton, Steve J. Hippler, Pamella A. lssurcc, all Boise,
and Gina G. Luke, Meridian, arc
among nominees from 400 U.S. col-

leges and universities from which 50
I"ill be selected for a to-week leadership skills summer program.
Benton, a junior accounting major, who has a 3.81 grade point
average, is the university', student
representative
to the National
Association of Accountants,
He
works in the university's Financial
Aid Office and with the Idaho
Shakespeare Festival.
Hippler, a junior political science
major, has been involved with student government at the university
and works at the State Law Library.

Currently, he is executive assistant to
the ASBSU president.
lssuree, a science/education major,
has worked as a volunteer tutor with
students
having difficulties
in
mathematics and science.
Luke, ASBSU vice president, has
held a number of other student
government positions. In February,
she coordinated the first annual
teacher recognition dinner for BSU
faculty,

Leadership America is sponsored
by the International
Leadership
Center in Dallas, Texas.

Scho/arshipsstilfopen
A $200AAUW
Mini Cassia
Brunch scholarship' is being 01'fercd to female juniors or seniors
from Cassia or Minidoka Counties who arc enrolled in an Idaho
college.
Students should submit an applicat ion,
college
grade
transcripts, and Iwocharacter
references to: Mrs. Marlene
Boettcher, 2365 . River Road,
Heyburn, Id. 83336. Deadline is
April to. 1987.
,
A $500-1,000 Image de Idaho
scholarship is open to candidates
who arc i)f.Hispanic descent and
, planning 10 enroll asa full-time
student during the 1987"88 school,
year. Candidates must be at least
a one-yearresident of Idaho and
have a minimum (iPA of 2.3.
Selection is made on the basis of
career, goals, 'academic performance, work experience, activities
and financial need.
Students should submit an applicurion, most recent academic
,transcripts. and written statement
to: Image de Idaho, p.o. Box
1977, Boise, Idaho 83702. Application deadline is April 15,
1987.

,
The March of Dimes Health
Careers Awards scholarships arc
available to students entering or
already enrolled in the study of
nursing, occupational
therapy,
physical.
therapy,
speech
pathology, audiology, medicine or'
social work. (medical).
Students should submit application
and accompanying
mulcrlals 10: March of Dimes, 851
South Curtis,Boise,',ld83705.
Application deadline is April 20,
1987.
.
A $5,OO()Wescon "Challenger"
Scitolarshipis
awarded
to a
graduating high school studenton
the basis of a SOO-word essay expressing thcapplicaru's decision
10 pursue a career in the field of
scienti fie technology, and how .
such a career could benefit the
United States.
Studerus vshould submit application, - essay and grade
transcripts for the last three years
10: Le Schinneller, Wescon/87,
R 110 Airport
Boulevard. Los
Angeles. ceur, 90045·3194. The
deadline is July 10, 1987.

--ELECT---Rick

Perry

WADDELL

OVERTON
Vice- President

I am thoroughly convinced that for
the effective function of ASBSU there
needs to be continued strong
leadership and thus I am .equally
certain that Perry and Rick will
bring these qualities to ASBSU and
pursue the needs of the students.'
I am wholeheartedly supporting
them to succeed this administration.
John Hetherington
ASBSU PRESIDENT

,

.

1

'-;

We support Peny and Rick because they
have the ability to do the job 'well and a
commitment to this. university. They are
honest and straightforward students who
have a genuine concern in doing what is
best for all studentsat BSU. They ~
students who will work fur students.
Please lend them your support .

We would appreciate your
support and vote on Wed. &
Thur, April 8.9.

We are ready to put 1150/0 of
our energy and enthusiasm
into working for the students
of BSU.
Thanks.

Students for Waddell & Overton
Mike Sellars. Chairman

This ad .paid.for by the committee to elect Waddell & Overton ,Todd Cromwell. Chairman

\
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We 're not taking, sides
Whereas, in past semester, The University News would have used this space
to endorse an executive-ticket,
Be it resolved that the editorial staff will explain why they are not endorsing an executive ticket in said space.
So resolved. An explanation will follow.
Point of information: Two executive tickets will be on the ballodor
the
April 8 and 9 election. Eric Phillips (president) and Kevan Fenderson (vice
president) will run against Perry Waddell (president) and Rick Overton (vice
president).
Whereas, Kevan Fenderson, the vice-presidential candidate for the former
ticket is a member of the Newspaper Advisory Board, and,
Whereas, Perry Waddell, the presidential candidate in the latter ticket is
a working member of The University News staff, and,
Whereas, there are 11 letters among the total of 14 on the opinion pages
endorsing one ticket or theotlier, and/or launching shells in the direction of
one ticket or the other, and,
Whereas, both tickets are represented in these letters,
Be it therefore resolved that The University News will not take its top-ofthe-page, larger-print advantage to endorse a presidential ticket.
Be it further resolved that the editorial staff will exhort its student readership to vote. If the amount of letters concerning the election is any indication, this may be a record year-perhaps
biggerthan last year's record-of
around 10 percent voting. It won't take much to beat that.
Be u further resolved that the editorial staff suggest that its student readership have a look at the information on page seven of this issue which deals
solely with the candidates and the election.

cps
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We're all Keiser's children

LETTERS

Scott's ethics questionable
ASBSU Lobbyist funds. He represented
ASBSU.
Above this, I learn that Glen is serving as
an adviser to the Phillips-Fenderson
ASBSU
presidential effort. I cannot sanction Glen's
lobby actions, nor can I abide a non-student
so active in a campus campaign. It reeks
ethically.
David M. Dahle
ASBSU Director of Lobbying

Editor, Tile University News;
Two days ago I was informed that Glen
Scott, ASBSU assistant lobbyist, had not
paid his st udent fees for the current semester.
Being director of lobbying and therefore
Glen's boss since autumn,
I have been
astonished and disappointed by this revelation. In no way can I condone Glen's actions
for ASBSU in the knowledge that he improperly held office. He received a $150 per
month student service award. He spent

Veteran's scars still tender
Editor, Tile University News;
As a young veteran my life was interrupted
during a critical period in the formation of
my aduh personality. The only thing that
mattered was survival. This disruption caused problems later in life, problems some have
never resolved.
America's war in Southeast Asia was a
painful experience for most. The war left its
sear on the spicit, even when it didn't scar the
body.
'
Reading Steve Neffs letter in The University News a couple of weeks back brought
tears to myself.
Sure Platoon brought memories back.
What I want everyone to know is that
veterans are human and students.
, We need to know that people realize that
most of us have our different intellectual and
emotional perceptions about these delayed
st ress reactions to Vietnam that have come
, to be known as "Post-Vietnam
Syndrome."

We need the positive assurance that we
veterans are not mentally ill.
The majority of the Vietnam Era veterans
have adjusted well to life, "The World of
Reality. "
Even when these hidden scars are still
tender, some like ourselves haven't -made it
all the way home yet. Many still suffer serious
problems-rooted
in their military experience
and the way they were treated.
Yes, we're still licking our wounds. The
drums are still echoing from the past in
, memories of many who suffered.
It's no wonder the psychological scars are
still so tender. It's no wonder the wounds will
not so often heal. People don't know that the
U.S. asked us ata very young age to fight,
which we didn't understand and which split
pur society back horne,
Richard G. Joshua
BSU Art Major

~UNIVERSITY NEWS
The University News staff: Editor in Chief, Edith L. Decker; News Editor, Karen
Kamrnann; Production Editor, Steve F. Lyon; Copy Editors, Rebecca Carrier,
Valerie Mead; Entertainment Editor, .Judith Hagan; Briefs Editor, Sheri Crook;
Sports Editor, Christopher Walton; Layout Chief, Kirstin Marie Allen; Photo
Chief, Chris Butler.
Ad Manager, Donna Pfeiffer; Business Manager, Rick Bollum; Secretary, Kimberly
Calvert; Distributor, Fred Bartel; Ad Sales, Rick Fox, David Kirkham, Mark Pasta.
Photographers, Brian Becker, John Sowell; Layout Crew, Jeff Coffin; David
Kirkham; 'Typeselters, Lynne Mulick, Lisa Sorensen; Cartoonists, Dawn Davis,
Paul Hari.

iff;

.

Reporters,
Grant Amaral, Eric Cawley, Mary Collins, C.R. Cooley,' KathleenCressler, Clark Hunter, Tim Johnstone, Michael J. Knapp, Tam Mowbrey, Donna Pfeiffer, Judy Pillman, Nancy Reid, John Reusset, Perry Waddell, Douglas
Wright.

The University News publishes weekly on Mondays during-the fall and spring
semesters. The paper distributes 11,000 copies on and off campus. The newspaper
is an exclusively student-run organization. The newspaper's faculty adviser is Daniel
:-'Iorris. Comments, questions or letters to the editor can be mailed to: The Universir." .\"·I\·s. Boise State University,
1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho, 83725.
Our offices are located at 1603 Y! University Drive, across from the Student Union
Building; Our phone is (208) 345-8204'. The yearly subscription price is $15.

Editor, The University News,'
I look back upon my childhood with fond
memories. Lately, these memories seem incredibly vivid-as
if it were only yesterday.
Perhaps it's because I feel like a child again,
and I owe this feeling to President Keiser. It
seems that he is treating the whole student
body Jike a bunch of children.
.
First it was KBSU. I really used to enjoy
the station. Of course, what I didn't realize
was that the station needed seven hours of
news each day. Ny new alternative radio is
anything commercial,
because KBSU has
been ruined by disgusting format changes,
Mr. Keiser feels that we get a bargain for our
money. For my money, I'll listen to commercial radio-s-somehow
free seems to be a bet-

ter bargain.
,
Ncxt it was the fee increase. It was voted
down, and by quite a large margin. Of course,
this doesn't faze Mr. Keiser, who seems to feel
that the student body really wants the fec increases. He seems to think that we just voted
"no" just for the hell of it, or- out of sheer
ignorance. Gee, and I thought I really meant
no. Boy am I glad that Uncle Keiser was there
to tell me that my "no" vote was really a resounding "yes, please raise our fees!"
Now kids, let's all give Mr. Keiser a big
THANK YOU for giving.uswhat
he's sure
we really want.
Brett Richard
BSU Student

Group endorses candidates
Editor, The University News;
I am writing concerning the ASBSU election races. As president of 'the Human
Resources Association of Boise State and as
a student, I have had the opportunity to work
closely with the ASBSU in the past few years.
During this time I have made somc observations concerning the elections at BSU.
The student body doesn't seem to have a
great amount of interest in the government
that is set up to.serve us. The proof is evident in the voter turnout in previous clections. I encourage students to get involved in
our government. The people that fill the positions in the ASBSU will be making the dccisions that effect us as students and our
pocketbooks. Take an hour out of your college career and attend one of the debates.
Learn the issues and the candidates' stands
on these issues. Most important, VOTE! Involvcment in your government is your right
and should be a part of your college
experience.

After reviewing the issues and the candidates'
stands,
the Human
Resource
Association supports Perry Waddell and Rick
Overton for ASBSU President and VicePresident, respectively. We feel that Perry and
Rick will provide the opportunity
for the
st udents to have their voices heard. Perry and
Rick both started their college careers at
Boise State and they are not transplants from
a junior college. They know the issues that
are relevant to the students and will provide
thc experience to address these issues. The attribute that we most admire-about Perry and
Rick is that they have run their campaign
constructed on the basis of "original" creative
·thought and not on a platform of previous
candidates. They are the kind of people we
necd in our government.
Make this election a part of your college,
experience and "VOTE.;'
Cliff Green, President
Human Resources Association
Boise State University

Hetherington makes choice
Editor, The University News;
at this time a need to express my personal opiThe' flashing smiles, plethora of posters
nion concerning the two tickets running for
and flowery rhetoric
have once again
the ASBSU Executive Office.
swamped the BSU campus; Yes, Virginia, it
I have observed and judged both tickets in
is ASBSU election time.
the areas oi ability, integrity, experience, proYou may wonder, "Why am I, an average
fessionalism, and a sincere desire to serve the
student, assaulted by bright orange posters,
needs of the student body, and I ha~e come
three-piece talking suits and Mary Poppins'
- to the conclusion that the executive ticket of
smiles?" The answer: a vote, or more
Perry Waddell and Rick Overton fully emspecifically, your vote.
.
body these essential qualities that make an
With every passing election, it becomes inadministrative
effective.
creasingly apparent that each and every vote
I cannot select my successor, but I can ofcan determine who in fact represents the
fer my opinion as towho will best represent
ASBSU. Your vote can make the difference,
the student body. Make the difference-vote
and it should.
.
on April 8 and
As present ASBSU President,
I am
. John D. Hetherington
naturally concerned with my successor's abiliASBSU President
ty to represent the students of BSU, and I feel
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ASBSU payroll system
lacks accountability
iff;

by Karen Kammann
The University News
Assistant ASBSU Lobbyist Glen Scott has
not registered as a student this semester, yet
he has been doing his job and receiving his
service award.
.
.
That this has gone on for three months
raises some serious questions, and not just
for Scott ..
Why did the ASBSUofficials who knew
he was not a student take him at his word
when he said he would register? Is good faith
really enough? Why didn't they demand
proof? Why didn't they tell the ASBSU president, who certainly had a right to know?
, Why was Scott paid? Service awards went
through the ASBSU Treasurer's Office to thc
Office of the Vice President for Financial Affairs. University News staff members arc paid
through payroll, and if someone we hire is
not a student, but does not tell us, payroll
does. ASBSU has recently switched to the
payroll system, but why did the financial affairs office rubber stamp his awards without

checking on his student status?
Scott said he has been going to classes
(although less than 50 percent of the time),
but now he is unsure whether or not he will
register.
It seems that anyone can pre-register and
win himself space in classes, not pay fees and
persuade his instructors hc -will, If he docs
'not pay, he will have filled a space which
should have gone to a student who did.
The same student could land himself a job
which he was not supposed to hold (and
probably not just at ASBSU) and get paid
for the job for most of a semester, without
ever registering as a student, Even if salary
restitution were demanded, there would be
no recourse if the student could not afford
. to pay it.
Something-a lot of somcthings-sccm to
be seriously wrong with 1he verification
systems, campus-wide. Perhaps this problem
will encourage the university to coordinate
and, if necessary, set policies to prevent
similar instances in the future.

LETTERS
•

No new Issues on campus
Editor, The University Neil'S;
1 am writing today to declare my support
and urge you to support Waddell and Overton for ASBSU president and vice-president.
, Perry Waddcll and Rick Overton have the ex. pcrience in the university, andthe community
to truly represent thc students.
As a scnior who has attcnded BSU for all
my four years, 1 can recall past elections. In
remembcring these elections, 'one thing
bccomcs crystal c1car, thcrc are no new issucs
on this campus. That is why it is very disturb-

ing to hear the others claim these ideas as

their ,new ideas.
'
Waddell and Overton, 1 believe, will act
and work to make the ASBSU presidency and
vice presidency truly, representative of the
students. Don't be ' fooled by the empty
rhetoric of thc other ticket. Elect a president
and vice prcsident who don't just wanlthc
job for their rcsume. Elcct Waddell and Overton for ability you call count on.
,
Mike Sellars
BSU Student

V ote Waddell and Overton
Editor, The University Neil'S;
I would like to cxprcss my support for
Waddell and Overton as ASBSU president
and vice prcsident.
1 havc known them for many ycars and am
sure their honesty, hard work and enthusiasm
will be great assets to thc executive ticket.
Waddcll and Overton havc always bccn in-

tercsted
in' cducation
an'd arc very
knowledgeable about the issues at hand. They
have kept abreast of the people and policics
that conccrn higher education and can work
vcry fcrvently for us stUdents.
Vote Waddell and Overton on April 8, 9.
Lisa' Olson
BSU Studcnt

Phillips deserves y·o.ur,vot~
Editor, The University News; ,
As you may well know, Spring ASBSU
c1ections will bc here at the end of this week.
However, the Illajo~ity of the students of
Boise Statc Univcrsity may not be aware of
this flict. It is for this reason that we, Senators
of thc Associated Students of Boise State
Univcrsity, would like to inform the student
body about and urge them to votc for Mr.
Eric Phillips,
candidatc
for ASBSU
President.
Eric Phillips posscsscs the expcricnce rcquircd and demanded by such a position as
ASBSU Presidcnt. Bcforc attending BSU,
Eric served as Vicc-Prcsident of thc student
govcrnment at North Idaho College. Last
autumn he was'elected Senator-at-Large, and
was elected by theSenatc to be their Presidcnt Pro-Tempore. In February, 1987, Eric
was part of a team of BSU studentgovcrnment leaders who attend cd a national student government association conference held
at Texas A&M University. Ais wide and
varied cxperience makes Eric Phillips the
studcnts' bcst choiceTor ASBSU Prcsident.
Eric Phillips also posses"scs another key
ability need cd by an ASBSU Presidcnt;
Icadership. He has cxemplitlcd this most
clcarly as the President Pro.:rem of thc
scnate, where hc is highly respected and
trustcd. This results in order, patience and a
vcry smooth runnilig senate. We feel'that
these leadership qualiti~s in a,president arc
, sorely necdcd and will be thcre when Eric

Phillips takes an interest
Editor, The University News;
We are urging all students to vote for the
Erie, Phillips-Kevan Fenderson ticket in the
upcoming ASBSU election.
As officers of a newly recognized club, we
were unfamiliar with ASBSU, its activities
and its procedures; Eric Phillips took the time
to sit down and explain our situation and personally took it upon himself to guide our
legislation through the Senate when we needed it. We were impressed with Eric's abilities
and his overall concern for our organization.
Eric initiated the bill that grants all clubs an
automatic $250, which is especiallycritical
for ncw organizations 10 do those activities - -

that attract new members.
Again" we are supporting Eric and Kevan
in their campaign for ASBSU President and
Vice President. We encourage all interested
voters to seck out this team's position and the
issues they support. Should you do this, we
feel you will agree with us and vote for Eric
Phillips and Kevan Fenderson on April 8 and
9.
Tom Beitia
Maria Cheung
Candace Pellincn
Glenda Harness
MBA Association Officers

A candidate and his GPA
Editor, The Universitv News;
In the brochure put out by the FendersonPhillips campaign, Fenderson states that he
was a member of the ASBSU Senate last year,
What he fails to mention is why he left the
sen?'p, He was pressured to resign for reasons
unbeknownst to me. If it was his GPA he was

having a problem with, will it be a problem
in the future? Can hc keep it above 2.25?
I would-rather not see ASBSU ticdup with
internal problems.
Chris Hawkes
BSU Student

Waddell and Overton, please
Editor, The University News;
I would like to say that I am very impressed with the Perry Waddell and Rick Overton
campaign for ASBSU president and vicepresident. Thcy are two very energetic and enthusiastic students who have put forth a very
honest and straightforward campaign.

I hopc that all students will join me in
electing a rational, professional and honest
student government by voting for Waddell
and Overton.
.
Mark A. LeBioda
BSUStudcnt

Another for Waddell ticket
Editor, The University News;
I am writing as a student who is usually
unconcerned about student government and
politics . .1 was especially impressed with the
Waddell and Overton ticket for ASBSU President and Vice-President during the debates
in the SUB.

Waddell and Overton arc very knowledgeable about the issues and the office and fur
outshined their opponents in professionalism
and sincerity.
'Please join me in supporting Waddell and
Overton for the ASBSU executive ticket.
Claudia K. Wcathcrmon '
BSU Student

Phillips and Fenderson best bet
Editor, The University News;
Dedication, intcgrity, loyalty, honestythese arc words that come to mind whcn I
think of Eric Phillips and Kevan Fcnderson.
As the currcnt ASBSU Vice President, I havc
a bird's eyc view of the inner workings of studcnt govcrnment. My observations of both
Eric and Kevan as senators and students havc
lead me to believe that a vote on April 8 and
9 for Phil)ips and Fcnderson is a step towards
representation and leadcrship for Boise State
University studcnts.
Both Eric and ,Kevan have a sincere concern,that student rights and privileges must
be upheld. They arc untiring in their efforts
to ensu(c that BSU prevails as one of the
. fincst cducational facilities in Idaho. Their
desire is to Serve the students of this university with actian, not with empty campaign
promises and !lowcry words.
While others may boast of combined ycars

Phillips is clected ASBSU President.
A final quality Eric possesses' (thcre are far
too many to list here) is a sincere dedication
(0 the studcnts of BSU. The amount of Ilceded legislation drafted by Sen. Phillips, his
availability to clubs and Qrganizations, and
his innovative ncw ideas all ,illustrate his deep
Editor, The University News;
conviction to do his best for all 'the students
The reason 1 am writing this leucr is that
at BSU,
I am so happy we have someone who is not
As Senators who have workcd alongside
a student' government hack running for
Eric Phillips, we strongly urge you, the
ASBSU President. Som'climes these people
students of BSU, to vote on April 8 and 9,
ge( sheltered away on the second !loor of the
and when you arc deciding on which exSUB and forget what it is like to be a regular
ecutive tickct to mark, mark the canstudcnt, especially a non-traditional.
didate with the expcrience, leadership and
This is why 1 am supporting Waddell ,and
dedication that you demand in yourASBSU
Overton for ASBSU. president arid vicePresidcnt; Eric Phillips.
prcsident. Perry Waddell knows what issues
Your Scnators,'
concern us as students better than anyonc on
Scnator Frank G. Hartmanu
campus. Hc knows the policy makers and
College of Arts and Sciences
Senator Debm Brown
Senator-at-Large
Senator Tony Fitzpatrick
Graduate School
Senator Deanett Fisher
Editor, The University News;
College of Health Scienccs
How long docs someone have to attend this
Senator Rick Farnsworth
school before they can try to run forpresiCollege of Busincss
dent of the student body?
Scnator Kurtis Leatham
I think it would be a shame fQr a couple
Senator-at-Largc
.of pcople to transfer to this school and by
Senator Rebecca Ford
Senator-at-Large , throwing around a bunch of money and
rhetoric becomc ASBSU president and viceSenator Jeff Stoppenhagen
president.
Collcge of Education.

of expcrience, Phillips and Fcnderson arc
cager to step in and work for the- students
rather
than dwelling
on, past accomplishmcnts. In fa~t, with a little rcscarch,
one will find that Phillips'and Fcnderson's
past is filled with efforts
and accomplishments that dircctly affcct students.
When electing a president and a viceprcsidcnt, onc must look for individuals who
areself-motivatcd, hardworking, creative, inspiring, and most of all, real leaders.
Qualities such as honesty. sincerity. and ge"
niune concern for students all descr,ibe the
cxecutive ticket of Phillips and Fenderson. I
urge you to vote for Eric and Kevan as the
next ASBSU president and vice president for
what will undoubtcdly be an extraordinarily,
productive year for we, the students, of BSU.
Gina G. Luke
ASBSUVice President

'Happy DQD-hack is running
what makes government tick.
On the other hand, his running mate, Rick
Overton, will be senior member of the
ASBSU Senate next year. 1 think that is very
important for that position because the viccprc,sident runs the senate. Likc Perry,' Rick
knows what's best for BSU and r feel he is
highly qualified and would m:tke a good viccpresident.
'
Please vote Waddcll and Overton. Thcy arc
the ones to get things accomplished.
. Clarence F. Sharar 111
BSUStudent

Don't support Phillips. ticket
I urge you' not to support, piiillips and
Fenderson. I am scriously concerned about
their true intentions in running.
Do they know the university and thc
students well enough to rcprescnt them? Arc
they more concerned with their resumcs than
with the students? They do not havc my votc!
Mike Price
BSU Student
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BSU has not received notice

(j

Andrus orders ethanol use to helpfarmers
by Perry Waddell

The University News
All vehicles belonging to state
agencies, including BSU vehicles,
are now required to use ethanol
gasoline whenever possible and

whenever available.
.This directive was issued by
Idaho Governor Cecil Andrus on
Feb. 10 to assist Idaho farmers in
gaining another market for their
crops, according to Andrus' press
secretary Mark Johnson.

Andrus said in the directive
that Idahoans need to "send a
strong
message
that
our
agricultural
producers
must
receive every possible assistance in
expanding markets for Idaho
products. "

Walter Chestnut, supervisor of
BSU vehicles, said "we have never ' .
received any notice or bulletin"
relating to ethanol. He said there
are a number of vehicles and
small engines on campus that cannot run on ethanol.
Chestnut said BSU has a single
, tank for gasoline and that every
vehicle. currently runs on nonleaded. I f any of the vehicles
could not run on ethanol-mixed
gas, "I don't think we would use
it." Chestnut said.
Gene Perry, owner of Perry's

Car Wash, said he has been selling ethanol gas for over a year and
that "everybody is happy with it.'!
Perry said he is happy with the
directive and that "it will help (increase business) an awful lot. " He
has not now seen an increase but
said that it may take a while for
people to find out what stations
are carrying ethanol gas.
Andrus said that ethanol isa
valuable product and a renewable
resource' whose use can cut down
Idaho's
dependence
on fossil
fuels.

Ethanol cleaner fuel
by Perry Waddell

The University Nell'S
Ethanol is an alcohol product"
made from fermented.agricultural
products. It can be 'made from
products such a barley, wheat,
potatoes and corn.
According
to a brochure,
printed. by the Ethanol
Fuel
Association
in Boise, 34 states
sold over 7 billion gallons of
ethanol last year, It also said that
virtually all automakcrs and all
American car-owner manuals approve of its use.
The April, 1987, issue of Con-

Bllan Beckoll Unlvelslly News

Physical Plant:

BSU has a number of vehicles and small engines that cannot run on ethanol
fuel, according to Waller Chestnut, supervisor of university vehicles.

surner
Reports
said "et hanoi
(made from grain) is generally
safe in limited quantities-no
more than 10 percent of the fuel."
The association
brochure says
that one. gallon
pC ethanolblended gasoline has to abide by.
federal guidelines to contain 10
percent ethanol and 90 percent
gasoline.
The brochure goes on to say
that ethanol increases gas mileage
by five percent, absorbs' moisture,
burns cooler and Cleaner, and '
leaves "25 percent less carbon
monoxide in the air."

Writers exchange ideas, thoughts in forum
by Michael J. Knapp

The University Nell'S
Students and. faculty meet every
other Wednesday to explore thoughts
about fiction, poetry, each other and
the world in an intellectual forum
called "Every Other Week."
Lonnie Willis, English professor
and Every Other Week committee
member, said anyone can be invited
to read or talk about anything.
Most of the presentations this year
have been poetry or fiction readings,
Willis said.
Every Other Week is co-sponsored
by the English department and the
English Majors' Association.
According to Willis, one of the
strengths of the program is that both
students and faculty meet on an informal basis to discuss things of
mutual interest.
Since its inception at the beginning

of the fall semester, the series has
featured such authors and scholars as
Arts and SCiences Dean Dr. Daryl
Jones (poetry reading); Dr. Charles
Guilford (excerpt from a novel);
McCall
free-lance
writer
Darcy
Williamson (excerpt from a novel);
and senior English major Paul A.
Holt (short story).
English
Professor
Dr. Jim
Maguirc.-an Every Other Week committee member, said the series "gives
i'he university community and greater
community a chance to hear authors
read their own works," especially
works in progress, with a receptive
audience.
Associate Professor Dr. Charles
Guilford said reading part of his
novel at the first Every Other Week
gathering gave him the opportunity
to get some reactions to something
he had been working on for a long
time.

Another one of the series' readers,
senior English major Paul A. Holt,
said he liked the opportunity to read
at the series because he received a
number of good suggestions from
listeners. He said it is important to
read fiction Out loud and to get an
active audience response,

Holt said he felt comfortable
rcatling to the group. Guilford said
t he series was relaxed and conducive
to risk-taking. In line with these commerits, Willis referred to the series as
being "very human."
Robin Reid, an English department faculty member, will read a sec-

tion of her novel-in-progress,
The
Unbuttoned Woman. at the next
meeting on April 8.
The forum meets in the English
department
conference room, LA
208, from noon to 12:30.
Maguire said he expects the series
to continue next year.

Stock revenues buy uplink
by John Sowell

The University News
Students will not foot the bill for
a satellite uplink system recently approved
for the' Simplot-Micron
Technology Center, according Dr.
Richard Bullington, BSU executive
vice president.
Bullington,
who will become
BSU's vice president for information

extension July I, said funding for the
million,
of which $320,000 was
$578,000 project will come from
saved for the satellite project, an
stock revenues of the donation used
idea included in the original plans for
to build the Micron Center and carry- the center three years ago.
forward funds.
The $258,000 in carry-forward
The stock donation came about
funds, described by Bullington as
when the eight original investors in salary savings from a current fiscal
Micron Technology agreed to give the
year, will be used to pick up the reschool 140,000 shares of stock with
mainder of the cost.
which to build the center on campus.
Each year BSU is allotted money'
Sale of the stock brought $3.3
for specific purposes, such as-hiring
a department chairperson for
vacant position, which is not used.
Bullington said such monies can be
used for special projects, but if not
used during the current fiscal year,
they revert to the funds they came
from.
With the satellite system in place
by summer,
Bullingon
said, the
university hopes to' begin programming this fall.
Short-term plans for the system are
to provide classes to small outlying
schools, training programs for National Guard troops across the state
and corporate training of employees
throughout
the nation, for companies who contract for such services
with the Micron.Center,
he said.
Tho local television stations have
expressed
an interest in using -the
facilities for their.own needs, he said.
"I" could see BSU iii the forefront
of education and training in the U.S.
arid Pacific rim nations," Bullington
said.oflong-ierm
plans. "I don't see
that as too unrealistic of a dream."
Bullington said the program is
meant to bring educational programs
to people not drawn to the university.
"This is not a substitute for what
we .do on campus, "he said.
Purchase and installation of the
satellite system will be handled by the
state purchasing office, according to
state law.
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Two tickets vie for top ASBSO positions
B k
d
ac groun
and Qualifications

by Valerie Mead

The University News

Eric Phillips

ASBSU general elections will be
held April 8 and 9. Two tickets are
running for the offices of president
and vice president. We asked the candidates, Perry Waddell and Rick
Overton who will run against EricPhillips andKevan Fenderson, to respond to a series of questions about
the race. These are their responses.

Eric Phillips is a senior. He was a
student senator and the vice president
of student government
at North
Idaho College. He was also the chairman of.Nl'C's election board, budget
committee
and student
activities
committee.
At BSU, Phillips is an ASBSU
Senator and the President Pro Tempore of the senate. He is the chairman of the senate's ways and means
and student affairs committees. He
is also a member of the budget and
finance
committee,
the Student
Policy Board and the Academic
Grievance Board. He has been named to the Dean's list and is a member
of a professional honorary.

Background
and Qualifications
Perry Waddell
Perry Waddell is a senior. He has
been a legislative intern and has run
for the Idaho State Senate. He said
he is familiar with the issues important to Idaho students and BSU
students in particular. .
Waddell said the years he lias spent
attending BSU have given him a
perspective on student life at the
, university.
"Every university is different. As
a student body member and longtime member of the community I
know what concerns BSU students
and what to do to help," he said.
Waddell said he is not "a student
government hack," but is familiar
with the issues. "I am interested and
concerned about the education we
receive, and others will receive, at
BSU, and I want to do what is best
for the student and for Idaho," Waddell said.

Rick Overton •
Rick Overton will be the senior
member of the ASBSU Senate next
year, and said he knows the senate
better than anyone on campus.
"I know what issues will be arising from the senate, such as campus
improvements, and will work to sec
we have the best educational environment possible," he said.
Overton said he has been the only
person to attend all this year's
meetings of the Academic Grievance
Board.
"I have always been active on the
campus of BSU and will continue to
be with a genuine concern for student
interests," he said.

, Issues. and Stands
Waddell and Overton identified
student accessibility, rising fees and
lobbying efforts as the three most important issues of the clection..
They said that government officers
must seck out interaction
with
students.
"It isn't enough to say that you. arc

John Sowell I Un/refS ty News

Presidential

candidates

Perry Waddell,

going to be accessible. The president
and vice president can't just wait
around for students come see them
or hold forums and have students
come to them and voice their
opinions-you
can't stop there,"
Waddell said.
Waddell and Overton said they will
meet with students on campus by attending
meetings
of clubs and
organizations as well as groups such
as the marching band.
"Let them (students) voice their
concerns in an environment they arc
comfortable
and familiar with,"
Waddell said.
The two also plan to better inform
students what benefits are available
from ASBSU. As an example, they
said many students do noi know that
the Academic Grievance Board exists
orthat they can apply to the board
when t here is a problem over a grade.
"We will show students what is
available to them and what they
would like us to do in the future to
give them the best education possible," Waddell said.
The two also voiced skepticism
over the need for fee increases.
"Idaho university fees have risen
at the highest rate in the nation. Currently, we pay 20 percent of the cost
of our education. One of the SBOE
members suggested students should
pay 33 percent," Waddell said. "Our
fees now arc about at the median,
level and Rick and I would like to
keep them there."
Both said that small ICc increases
for specific purposes are easier to
justify because students know where
the money is going. "We will research
every fcc increase carefully and make
sure that it will benefit students

left, and Eric Phillips,right.

Kevan Fenderson
Kevan Fenderson is a sophomore.
He is a current member of the
Pavilion Advisory Board and the
Newspaper Advisory Board. He has
been an ASBSU Senator-at-Large,
and has served on the senate's public
liaison, ways and means and lobby
committees.
"Constant
contact with student
boards and committees has shown
me what is necessary to get work
done," he said.

before supporting it," Waddell said.
Waddell and Overton's lobbying
strategies have already begun for the
next legislative session.
"We have already made some contacts with U of I, ISU and LeSC and,
could have a coordinated and effective lobby effort ready by day one of
the legislature's convening next year
to get a spirt State Board of Education and a student on the board.:"
Waddell said.
The two said they sec several probPhillips and Fenderson said they
lems with hiring a professional lobbase
their
platform
on
the
byist to represent all Idaho univerphilosophy that student government
sities and colleges.
.
is an association rather than a gover"The main one (problem) is' that
ning body, and is established for the
the colleges and universities agree on
purpose of providing services, aca few of the basic issues but disagree
tivities
and representation
for
on many others. What position could
students.
the lobbyist take on [hcse issues?"
They identified campus security,
Waddell said.
campus improvements and increased
"Currently
we have students,
student representation
as the most
presidents and SBOE members lobimportant issues of the election.
bying for us. With a split board and
The current
campus
security
more coordination on issues such as
increased funding we can achieve - system is not sufficient for ensuring
what we want without having to hire _ student safety, according to Phillips
and Fenderson. Their proposals to
a professional
lobbyist,"
Waddell
increase security include an increase
said.

Issues and Stands

in campus lighting and establishing
an escort service for students walking across campus after dark.
Other
campus
improvements
Phillips and Fenderson are working
for include outdoor basketball and
volleyball courts, picnic tables, improving study facilities and the T.V.
lounge in the SUB and endowments
for future improvements.
The two said they believe increased student representation is essential.and student representatives
must
become more visible and accessible.
"Student
government
officials
should not hide behind the closed
doors of the ASBSU offices, but
rather make a 'concentrated effort to
associate directly with those whom
they represent,"
Phillips said.
Phillips and Fenderson have plans
for monthly
open forums
with
students as well as publishing a student government newsletter very two
weeks and putting suggestion boxes
across-campus so that students may
provide
the government
with
feedback.
-

Candidates 'run
for senate seats
Students will also be voting for
senators to represent individual
colleges and schools in the general
election. The following people are
running for senate seats in the
schools and colleges listed.
• School of Social Sciences and
Public Affairs: Kay Henderson,
Karen Scheffer
and Randall
Yadon
• College of Arts and Sciences:
Frank Hartmann
• College of Business: Shannon
Renner
• College of Education: _Ron
Craig, Jeffrey A.Stoppenhagen
• College 'Of Health Science:
Jacki Bebb,' Deanett Fisher
The polls for Ihe general election will be open 9 a.m.-7 p.m,
April 8 and 9 a.m-J p.m. April 9.

Debate------Cant. from page 1.
tion as the - four student voices
already in the system.
Phillips returned that the full-time
lobbyist could be a student and added that it would be a good idea to
have it that way.
'
Waddell further questioned where
money would come from to pay for
the position, since effective lobbyists
are expensive.
Both tickets agreed on the issues
of a possible escort security system,
campus
improvements,
ASBSU
focusing on student
goals and
ASBSU officer accessibility, but they
disagreed on how to accomplish these
goals.
.
"We have to, get rid of candidate
apathy
to get rid, of student
apathy,"Overton
said.
.
Phillips and Fenderson advocated
student-ASBSUoffieer
forums to
reach students and dispel apathy.
Waddell and Overton said they
,preferred to approach students on the
campus and avoid relying upon them
to come to rhe officers. -

Both tickets agreed that a campus
security system could be a benefit.
"The security system isn't a new
idea. We have notes on it from two
years ago," Waddell said, adding that
if the security system were found to
- be a good idea, it might be a better
idea to organize it through
the
dorms.
Phillips and Fenderson argued that
the system was needed immediately
and should be designed like an escort
service, to ensure student safety.
Phillips said he had received support
from campus clubs to volunteer as
escorts for the service.
Waddell and Overton stressed their
seven
years'
combined
BSU
experience.
Phillips and Fenderson also advocated campus improvements such
as basketball and volleyball courts
and said that, with the cooperationof ASBSU and BSU President Dr.
John Keiser, those projects were in
the process of receiving bids.
Both presidential
candidates
agreed that the debate was a success,
adding
that they wished
more
students had attended.

Both have similar information.
One isjust a little easier to carry around with you.
If you're one of those people
who find the idea oflugging
around dozens of phone books a
little awkward, here's some good
news; 1+ 411. Four little numbers
you can dial·24-hours-a-day
forthe
phone number and address of any
person in your area code region."
And if you need two listings, you
can save money by asking for
both during the same call. Just

______________

@
Mountain

Bell

AUStVESTCOMPANY

stay on the line after you receive
the first number
and an operator
will return to assist you. Charges
are fully explained in thf Customer
Guide at the front of your Mountain
Bell directory.
For directory
assistance in
area code regions other than yours,
contact your long distance corn- .:
pany for dialing instructions
and charges.

~ __Answers;.--=------'-o(I-"l-H--

'Listings for customers who subscribe 10 Mountain Hell's nonpublished service 'm' not available from Directory Assistance,

~_',~"'_"'_~iil_"_'dl

'.

Catch 1920sjazz

THE, TUNES

A special noontime concert featuring I920s jazz
performers Boden and Zanetto will be held in the
J
Union Street Cafe on
April 10 from 1l:4512:30 p.m,
These two accomplished musicians will entertain
you with music
from the exciting era of
Louis
Armstrong,
AI
Jolson
and
Fats Walker
whieh has its
roots
in
American
folk,
blues
and ragtime.
The concert is
free.

Bruno debuts on vinyl
by C.R. Cooley

Even those of you with two, three and
sometimes four left feet will be able to feel
the rhythm.
What does co-starring in a hit TV series
"Cornin' Right Up," "Young Blood,"
opposite a beautiful blond get you? Well, it "Secret Agent Man/James
Bond is Back"
got Bruce Willis,also
known as Bruno and "Lose Myself" are the best songs on the
Roudini, a recording contract with Motown
album.
"May l, take your order" leads off "ComRecords.
W illis, using his Dull in the TV biz, I'm in' Right Up" and, whether you ordered it
sure, also landed such talent as The 'Iernpta- 'or not, you'll get a horn section. The song
guys backtions and Booker T. Jones to help him along. has a full quality sound-these
Willis' first album, The Return of Bruno; ing up WiIIi~ could make me sound good.
Complete with trumpets backing up the
is full of horns and R&B rhythms. The musicians on the album are enough to make this vocals and sax filling the gaps with R&B
a big item on the shelves, but-the face and solos, "Young Blood" just makes me feel like
name are what will get it on the charts.
dancing.
Sound effects provide the scene for a
Bruno Roudini is the name Willis uses for
his musical character.
murder in the opening of "Secret Agent
Man." The song sounds just like the begin"Jackpot (Bruno's Bop)" and "Respect
Yourself" are the two songs getting airplay ning of a James Bond movie until drums kick
right now, though some of the other songs are in with the main beat.
"Lose Myself" is one of the slower songs
more deserving. It is sad to see these songs
on the album, but Bruno's band knows the
getting Top 40 air time when pop is definitedifference between slow tempo and no temly not Bruno's game.
.
present on the other
, It has been a long time since horns have po. The beat-so
hit the airwaves and The Return of Bruno tracks-is here and strong as ever.
has horns. Trumpets and saxophones lead the
way, leaving guitar and bass to .pick up the
beat, and what a beat it is.

The Univl!fsity News

THE GALLERIES

Exhibit in black and white
by Mary Collins

The University News
The show of Richard Young's recent work,
which opened at the Art Attack Gallery
March 14, reflects his interpretation
of the
forces of the elements exerting themselves
upon the landscape. This collection seems to
say more about the artist, however, than it
docs about wind and water.
The majority of works in the show arc
black and white, either graphite or ink on
paper. The subdued' tonal qualities of the
graphite, in particular, lend a dreamlike,
unreal quality to a series of drawings of treelike forms nearly doubled by gale-force
winds. These landscapes arc of mind, not of
reality.
In addition to the dark, eerie atmosphere
and barren landscape of these drawings, a
sense of unreality is generated by the fact
that, while the poplar-like
"trees"
arc
forcefully bent, each looks as if it were
carefully groomed in this unnatural position.
The tumultuous, violent activity which one
would expect under these conditions
is
negated by the artist's smooth control of the
medium and rendering of these "trees.'!
In Subject to Force, oil on board, calm is
juxtaposed with energy by the smooth application of paint and pastel color, with the
recurring image of the bent-to-breaking trees.
Another recurring image is that of water
rushing over cliffs and through rocky ravines.
These violent conditions also are rendered
sedately-with
a few exceptions.
Descent, ink on paper, contains swirling
lines on a dark field which give credibility to
the image of a wild descent into the abyss.
In a large painting by the same name, the
forces of water arc reduced by the calm symmetry of the formal elements of the work.
The running water divides the canvas vertically and suggests a gradual erosion rather than
a violent washout. A sense of order is created
in the landscape by the smoot~ applicaton

MONDAY
EClinomic Seminar,
Marcos Wheelock,
Nicaraguan Minister Counselor to the OAS,
Education Building, room 222, 3 p.m., free.
International
Student Association Cultural
Fair, SUB Boisean Lounge, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.,
through April 9.
SPB Film. Return of the Pink Panther,
SPEC, 7 p.rn., $1-2.50.
Seminar on Child Abuse, guest speaker
Deputy Rita Rowe, Pavilion Blue Room, 7
p.m.

TUESDAY
Lecture, Marcos Wheelock,
:'.Iinistcr Counselor
to the
Butlroon), 7:30 p.rn., free.

Nicaraguan
OAS, SUB

of paint, with only the rushing water receiving a forceful treatment.
Point of Origin is similar in its vertical
symmetry and outward calm. In this painting, two leafless trees have been cut off at
the trunk-but
even in death they symbolize
strength.
Renegade Wave, two paintings by the same
name, begin to approach the real and fearful aspects of the forces of nature. Truncated,
leafless trees arc caught up in a swirling
vortex of water, at the mercy of the forces of
nature. In the smaller of the paintings, the
heavy, swirling application
of paint gives
violence to the rushing water.
Throughout this show, it appears that the
artist is dealing with maintaining control in
the face of uncontrollable
forces. No flail. ing or contortion results from external forces,
but the sense of control feels tenuous. An expectation of an impending "snap" adds tension to the work. It is difficult to conceive
of such outward calm being maintained in
such an environment.
It seems the artist is
avoiding the fearful, uncontrollable elements
of nature.
While not incredibly visually stimulating,
this is an emotionally
and intellectually
stimulating body of work. Richard Young's
work will be on display through April 29.

Theater
Performance,
Mame, Morrison
Center, 8:15 p.m., $5.50-10, area teachers free,
with identification.
International
Student Association Cultural
Fair, SUB Boisean Lounge, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.,
free.

WEDNESDAY,
SPB Film, Death 011 the Nile, SUB Boisean
LOunge, 3:30 p.m., free.
Faculty/Staff
Luncheon,
SUB Lookout
Room, noon.
International Students Association Cultural
Fair, SUB Boisean Lounge, 9 a.m-S p.rn.,
free.

~

OUT & ABOU1
Merle Haggard
comes to town
The Pavilion will. play host to the
Country Bonanza April 12, when Merle
Haggard, Michael Martin Murphey and
Holly Dunn will perform favorites and
new tunes.
Tickets arc $15 for the 7 p.m. performance, and arc available at all Select-AScat outlets.
Merle Haggard, winner of a 1984
Grarnmy for Best Male Country Performance with "That's The Way Love
Goes," started his music career after being parolled from San Quentin, where he
was serving time for robbery. His first hit
was "Sing a Sad Song" in 1963, and the
album Okie From Muskogie was his first
million-seller.
Michael Martin Murphey has recorded
nine consecutive Top 10 country singles in
the last three years, adding to a string of
hits such as "Geronimo's
Cadillac;'
"Carolina in the Pines" and "Wildfire."
His latest album, Tonight We Ride.
comes on the heels of being chosen the
Best New Artist by the Academy of Country
Music and the Country Music
Association.
Holly Dunn, .writcr of such hits as "An
Old Friend," "I'm Not Through Loving
You Yet" and "That Old Devil Moon,"
has made a career of writing songs for
other performers.
The list of singers profiting from her
work includes Terri Gibbs, Cristy Lane
and Marie Osmond.

Nicaraguan

to talk politics

Marcos Wheelock, current minister
counselor of Nicaragua to the Organization of the American States, will present
a lecture on the economics and politics of
Nicaragua on April 7 at 7:30 p.m. in the
SUB Ballroom. He wiII also lecture on
April 6 at 3:30 in the Micron Center, room
222.

Wheelock, a native, Nicaraguan who
received his master's in Business Administration from Stanford in 1972, has
been working in various capacities for the
Nicaraguan government since '1979.
, The lectures, being sponsored by SPB, '
ASBSU and Omicron Delta Epsilon, are
free to the public.

THURSDAY
Idaho
State Skill Olympics,
Vo-Tech
Buildings, 8 a.m.-4 p.m., free.
Lecture, Benson Gibson, "HistoricalPreservation and Duck Valley Problems," Micron
Center, room 118, 4:30 p.m., free.
International Students Association Cultural '
Fair, SUB Boisean Lounge, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.,
free. .

FRIDAY
Idaho
State Skill Olympics,
Vo-Tech
Buildings, competition, 6:45 am.-S p.m., free;
BBQ, 4:30-6:30 p.m., $5; awards, SPEC, 7
p.m., free.
Red Cross Blood Drlve.. SUB Big Four, II
a.m.-3 p.m.

Concert, Robin Trower, Mardi Gras, 9 p.m.,
$12.50.,
",
Noontime Concert, Boden &Zanello,
'20sstyle jazz, Union Street Cafe, 1l:45 a.m.-12:30
p.m,
Concert, Rosalie Sorrels, Boise Unitarian
Universalist Fellowship, 8 p.rn., $7.
Concert, Madrigal Club of Boise's 55th Annual Spring Variety. Show, Boise High
Auditorium, 8 p.m., $3.50-5.
Lecture, Pulitzer Prize Poetry Preview, with
Dr. Rena Sanderson, YWCA clubroom, 12:10
p.m., free.
Idaho Historical Museum' Quilt Collection
Exhibit, Idaho State Historical Museum, 9
a.m-S p.m.,through
Saturday, Sunday I
p.m.-5 p.rn., $1.

.~

Trower/ive

THE FILMS

Robin Trower, best-selling musician who
was voted one of the world's top
guitarists, will be performing at the Mardi
Gras on April 10 at 9 p.rn,
His current band is billed as being his
best yet, and is featured in-their newlyreleased album Passion.
;
Trower, who began his dreer in the
early '60s with a rock 'n rO)1 group from
Southend, plays to sold-outtaudlences,
demonstrating
his amazing fluidity on the
electric guitar.
Tickets are $12.50.

'Hoosiels'uplifting
by J. Pittman

The University News

Eat internationally
Exotic cuisine from around the world
will be featured April 11 at 'the 10th annual International Food, Song and Dance
Festival at 7 p.rn, in the SUB Ballroom.
The dinner will include 100 food selections and 11 songs and dances performed
by students in traditional costumes from
Malaysia, Mexico, Hong Kong, Japan,
China, Indonesia and Iran. Participants
arc invited to wear traditional clothes.
Tickets' arc $5-8.50.

Sorrels to perform
Rosalie Sorrels, one of Idaho's favorite
daughters, will perform April 10 at the
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship at 8
p.m ..
According to Studs Terkel, Sorrels
"sings songs the way you've always hoped
they'd be sung: deeply felt, effortlessly,
and altogether loverly. She gives your
heart case."
Tickets are $7.

SPB double bill on tap
An SPB double bill, featuring Desert
Hearts and The Times of Harvey Milk,
will play April 12 in the SPEC.
Desert Hearts is the story of an
Eastern college professor who arrives in 1959 Reno for a
quick
.divorce
and
through her associations
with various locals, causes
many long-time relationships
to erode and

other shocking

relationships

to flourish.

Desert Hearts will be shown at 7 p.m.
The Times of Harvey Milk. showing at
9 p.m., is the Academy Award-winning
documentary that tells of the rise to power of
Harvey Milk, the first openly gay person
elected to public office in the United States.
Both Milk and San Francisco Mayor George
Moscone were shot and
killed by city supervisor
Dan White in 1978.
Admission
is
$1-2.50.

Fun Run, sponsored by the Boise Public
. Library, Julia Davis Park, 9:30 a.m., $8-10.
Boise Philharmonic Encore Series, featuring
the Chamber Music Players and pianist Del
Parkinson, Morrison Center Recital Hall,
8:15 p.m., $4-7.
International
Students, Association Food,
Song and Dance Festival, SUB Ballroom,
dinner 7 p.m., performance,
8:30 p.m.,
$5-8.50.
Idaho Theater for Youth, The Princess and
the "eo. 11 a.m.; The VelveteenRabbit, 2 p.m.
and 4 p.m., Reading Center, 5th floor Education Building, $5 plus tax.
Annual Luncheon and Fashion Show.isponsored by the Faculty Wives and Women, SUB
Lookout Room, noon, $7.
Puppet Play and Children's Films, Boise
Pubic Library Auditorium, 2 p.m., free,

SUNDAY
SPB Double Feature, Desert Hearts, 7 p.m.,
The Times of Harvey Milk, 9 p.m., SPEC;
$1-2.50.
Country Bonanza Concert, featuring Merle
Haggard, Michael Martin Murphy and HoI. Iy Dunn, BSU Pavilion, 7 p.m., $15.
Morrison Center Live, featuring Julie Swan
and Marc Murphy,
with Gina Pruitt,
KBSU-91.3 FM, 6 p.m.
New Exhibit of drawings and photographs
by Deb Bogie and Paris Almond, reception
7-9 p.m., SUB Boisean Lounge, free.

Hoosiers is the name of the film. And it's,
1951, Hickory, Indiana. The Hickory High
School Huskers basketball coach has died
and needs to be replaced.
Enter' Norm Dale (Gene Hackman),
a
middle-aged former pro basketball coach.
And one of the best, too, until he hit one of
his players and was banned from pro' ball.
Now he's making one final attempt to coach
after spending 12 years in the Navy and away
from basketball.
So Dale comes to Hickory, Indiana,
the end of the line, to give it one last shot.
Newcomers in Indiana aren't readily taken
to. There isn't any Welcome Wagon waiting
for you. Now, Norm's a nice friendly guy who
knows his stuff when it comes to basketball,
but his first encounter is with Myra (Barbara
Hershey of Hannah and Her Sisters and The
Right Stuff) whose first remark is, "You're
the new coach? I was expecting someone
younger."
Oh, and one other thing. There's a young
boy, Jimmy, who is the star shooter. ButJimmy doesn't play for the team anymore
because he was very dose to tfle former coach
(the one who died) and he doesn't want to
play anymore.
The townfolk want Norm 10 get Jimmy
back on the team. Myra, who has taken Jimmy under her wing, wants Norm to stay away
from Jimmy.
But in spite of all that, Norm sticks to his
guns, coaches the team the way he sees fit,
and plods along his own way without apology
to anyone and without kowtowing to their
demands. He's sincere and you know it.
When the Hickory Huskers play their first
game, they lose. They lose the next one too,

stoly

but they're learning about defense and playing asa team.
They're also learning about their coach, an
incredible man who turns things around for
them, gets Jimmy back on the team because
he wants to be back and changes the lives of
many of the people he encounters,
•
The story of Hoosiers'has a lot of basketball inIt, but that isn't the theme of the
movie. If basketball was all Hoosiers was
about, it would be a slow-moving film and
appealing to basketball fans and the rest of
us would be left behind. So don't skip this
film if you're like me and hate basketball; this
film is really about .underdogs.
There arc a lot of underdogs in this film.
Dale sure is. He's trying for a shot at
,coaching basketball again even though he'll
never be able to coach professionally again.
Myra's an underdog, stuck in Hickory, Indiana with no hope of getting out.
Dennis Hopper (Blue Velvet) is a claSSIC
underdog. He's Shooter, the town drunk and
father of one of the boys on the team.
Through some reaching out on Coach Dale's
part, Shooter gets a sliot at self-respect and
the respect of others, particularly his son.
There's a little guy on the team who sits
on the bench most of the time. Even he gets
a chance at a moment of glory. And of
course, there are the Hickory Huskers. They
get a chance at being the best high school
basketball team in the state of Indianawhere basketball is a religion. .
Hoosiers makes you feel good about life
and about people and that with a little caring and just a tiny opportunity, each of us
has a chance to be the top dog.
Hoosiers is rated PG and is playing at the
Mann Theatres.
.
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THE BOOKS

Book remains as testament
by Barbara

Simler

Reading silent movie star Nell Shipman's
autobiography,
The SileJII Screen and My
Talking Heart, is like looking into a
kaleidoscope.
Shipman doesn't relate her
story in any sort of linear (or even logical)
style. Rather, she showers the reader with colorful fragments of her life,
Shipman spent most of her early years eking out a living acting on vaudeville stages
in towns like Lewiston, Spokane, and Scattic, but with the advent of silent films, Shipman achieved fame through producing, directing and acting in movies.
Her quest for wilderness locations in
which to make films eventually led her to
Priest Lake, where, in 1922, she established
an independent production studio. Unfor,tunately, the venture was doomed to failure,
and the events that led to Shipman's eventual
bankruptcy
and final exodus from Priest
Lake rival the plots of her movies for sheer
melodrama.
'
Part of what makes Nell' Shipman's
autobiography so interesting is the insiders'
view she gives of the process of making silent
films. For example, she vividly describes thc
experience of filming on a dark sound stage
in Hollywood, where the poor quality of earIy film necessitated use of powerful kleig
lights, despite the eyestrain it caused the
actors.

According to Shipman, "klcig eyes were an
occupational
hazard.
The only known
remedy was a compress of cold tea leaves."
In spite of the uncomfortable
and
sometimes dangerous conditions under which
Shipman worked (she nearly drowned several
times while filming stunts), and the bad luck
and financial hardship she endured, Shipman
lived her life the way she believed life was
meant to be lived, and that was what mattered to her most: "Life as an Independent
maker of Motion Pictures was good! Let
there be no end, no finis, no last curtain!"
Two valuable additions included in the
book are an afterword by Nell's son, Berry
Shipman, in which he gives a brief summary
of what happened to Nell in the years after
1925 (the ending point of her autobiography);
and an essay by Peter Morris which examines
Nell Shipman's role as a woman filmmaker
and her contributions
to the history of
cinema.
Unfortunately,
most of Shipman's films,
victims of the fragile nature of the film used
and a lack of interest in preserving them, no
longer exist. It is fortunate for us that her
autobiography remains as a testament to the
life and' work of this pioneer filmmaker.
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Offers pregnancy counseling

.'

Organization
by Donna

Pfeiffer

The University News

John Sowell

Good

selection:

Y00 pick the City
We provide the home,
airfare and a
weekly
salary.
You provide
the love!

t Univer.llly

News

John Glaza stands in front of the
orgjlDi~atlon's selection of books.

Are you looking for
an exciting job in
childcare? For the
summer or the year.
For the best choice of city
Call or Write TODAY
In Idaho: 376-9765

Nannies across America
34 Warren St, Stamford,

cr 06902 (203) 359-3071

The organization
started in 1916
when a trained nurse, Margaret
Sanger, decided to buck the system
and spread inform~tion about birth
control: At the time, it was ittegal to
disseminate birth-control
information.
Today, the Planned Parenthood
Federation
or America
has' 760
organizations
nationwide, and provides services in lOO,f,ountriesoutside.
of the United States.
"Planned Parenthood is the oldest
and largest voluntary, non-profit,
family planning organization in the
nation," John Glaza, executive director, said.
Sanger was tireless in her efforts
to get laws passed which would permit doctors to give out the birthcontrol message.
The organization,
which began
among poor women in New York City. boroughs who were dying and su ffeting from, improper birth-control
methods, now reaches more than 300
million Americans yearly.
Planned Parenthood,
established
in Ada County in 1971, offers much
more than just birth control information, Glaza said. Medical services
focus
on
well-woman
and
gynecological
care, and family
medical care.
"We have a very thorough set of
medical standards and guidelines that
guide us in the medical services we
provide," Glaza said.
.
The center also offers workshops
where parents and children can
discuss sexuality, plus outreach pro-

otters

birth options

ficult [ssuesIike intercourse, assergrams for the schools.
tiveness and self-esteem.
"We provide, low-cost,
-highIn parent-and-son'
workshops
quality, confidential medical counseling and educational services," Glaza , discussions, cover topics from the
male perspective, Glaza said.
said.
He said parents often need. the
. He said' fees are charged on a
educational
tools and comfortable
sliding scale based on each person's
selling Planned Parenthood provides
ability to pay, but Planned Parentto discuss sensitive issues with their
hood never turns anyone away.
children.
The center currently is running a
.IMost teenagers rely heavily on the
special for BSUstudents
that could
information they're going to receive
save them as much as 40 percent
from their parents," Glaza said.
from the normal top fee.' On birthHe said a. registered nurse, Sherry
control
counseling
alone,
BSU
iverson, facilitates the discussions.
students can save $40 to $50 a year
In addition to the workshops, Iverat Planned Parenthood, Glaza said.
son coordinates all educational serHe said medical services cover the
vices at the center and is a frequent
entire range of women's health care.
lecturer on sexuality in local schools,
The center routinely screens for the.
col1eges and' churches.
three leading causes of death among
'Child abuse is another issue adwomen:
breast
cancer,
cervical
dressed, in Planned
Parenthood's.
cancer, and high blood pressure.
family service'S. The "Good Touch,
Services also include everything
Bad Touch"
puppet
show was
from premarital
tests to sexually
developed to raise the awareness of
transmitted
disease diagnosis and
young children and their parents, and
treatment.
In addition,
pregnancy
to help young children say "no" to
testing, with counseling and referrals
sexual abuse.
when necessary, is available.
It is an "opportunity
to increase
"We believe very strongly that al1
the awareness of parents and children
options should be available," Glaza
regarding
the threats, of sexual
said.
abuse," Glaza said.
Services extend beyond medical
He said Planned
Parenthood's
care, however. Glaza said workshops
goal is to provide people in the comdesigned to aid parents and children
munity with the best available infor- .
in discussing sexuality have been very
mation and planning.
successful.
"We're experts in the field of famiThe "Growing Up Workshop" for.
girls between the ages of nine and 12 "ly medical care," Glaza said.
and their mothers, offers discussions
on such topics as being female, communicating about sexuality and exploring attitudes, among others.
Workshops for mothers and their
teenage daughters deal with more dif-

Group cares about Boise River
by Eric Cawley

The University News
Thirteen
BSU students
are
spearheading an effort to clean the
Boise River, according to Bart Bell,
project participant.
The students, members of cornrnunication lab, have been meeting
twice weekly since the beginning of
the semester to organize, plan and

publicize their 'efforts.
"I think it's a good project," Pat
Weinberg, a project participant, said.
"The
timing
seems really appropriate, and it's a good time to
focus on being extra cautious about
the river."
The group has focused its concerns
in three main areas: litter, such as pop
cans and food wrappers; agricultural
pollutants
like silt, pesticides and

®
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A Summer Job, That Could Lead to a Future
Summer Break is fast approaching

Editor'S Note: This story is the first
in a four-part series on local groups
offering family planning options.

and it is time to start thinking

about a summer job .....

Summer is the most fun, the most exciting time of the year at Harrah's Reno. Recreational activities abou~d with golf, tennis, water skiing, sailing, hiking, or just relaxing in the high sierra
sun on a white sand beach.

feedlot
bacteria;
and industrial
pollutants
such as copper
and
ammonia.
Although the State Department of
Health and Welfare and theState
Department of Fish and Game have
shown interest in the group's efforts,
most people are either unaware or
unconcerned about the existence of
these pollutants in the Boise Rjyer,
Weinberg said.
To increase
the community's
awareness of the project, the group
has launched a humber of public
relations drives. Pamphlets 'outlining
.the group's concerns have been plac'ed in a number of area gas stations.
.The group has had made "Boise
River-Care
About It!" silk screens
for T-shirts, with "Today! Today!" for
the shirt's back.
"If anybody wants one and if they
can supply their own T-shirt, the silk
screening will be at cost-about
two
dollars," Bell said.
The group's first Boise River cleanup date is also yet to be decided
upon, but it does plan to participate
in the statewide Anti-Litter Clean-Up
to be held in mid-April.

H.arrah's Personnel Representatives will be on Campus interviewing Apr'i117 in the Career Planrunq Employment ~fflce for the following summer positions: Gaming, Cleaning, Housekeepmq, and Food Service. Please sign up for interviews in the Career Planning Employment Office
prior to April 17th.
.
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~f you hayea p.leasant outgoing personalityand

enjoy working with the Public, we are interested
In speaking With .you. Interview times and future details can be obtained in the Career.Planning
Employment Office. Oh, by the way,' ask about our BONUS plan for students that are hired and
stay employed through August 30, 1987.
.
A summer job at Harrah's is the best kind of job you can get-good
maybe even a.future for you.
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KAID surpasses, pledge goa'is
comes from the governments, and so
Channel 4 must depend on the
telethon
to provide almost onefourth of its operating budget.
"These arc rattlesnakes, with their
The snakes were part of an exhibit
venom intact? I don't know about
brought to the telethon by Boise Zoo
this, "commented
Gayle D'AlessanEducation Director Greg Callahan.
dro as she was led to a tank full of
D'Alessandro,
the
station's
Great Basin rattlesnakes before a live
development specialist, braved the
television audience, March 14.
rattlesnakes,
as well as an It-foot
No, this was not a scene from a reBurmese python Callahan draped
cent Mutual
of Omaha's
Wild'
around her neck. Those events were
Kingdom, but rather, a fundraising
telethon for Boise's public television - all part of the plan to kcep viewers'
attention, encouraging them to call
station, KAID Channel 4.
in and make financial pledges.
Ever since the station went on the
During the three-week telethon,
air in 1972, a telethon has been stagknown as Festival '87, Channel 4 raised to meet funding needs. According
ed $260,787, a 6 percent increase
to Fred Marino, director of broadcast
from last year.
affairs for Channel 4, the eve .• t is an
Though the pre-festival goal was
important
revenue source for thc
set a't $250,000, on the event's final
station.
night, Sunday, March 22, it was raisMarino said that in years past, the
ed another
$10,000, That 'night,
State of Idaho, as well as the federal
$41,272 was raised,
the largest
government,
provided partial funamount of the entire festival.
ding for Idaho's three public televiMarino said 36 private corporasion stations. But now very little
by John Sowell and Eric Cawley

The University News

John Sowell I Unlv~rslty News

TV python:

Boise Zoo's Greg Callahan
passes a
II-foot python to Gayle D'Alessandro,

PIRG group comes under- fire
SEATTLE,
WA. (CPS)-The
University of Washington's Public Interest" Research Group lost its effort
to drum up more money last week.
The student government, heeding
the advice of a group of conservative
students, turned down WashPIRO's
request, to start a "waivable fcc"
system, in which students pay $2 each
to the PIRO unless they check a box
. at registration waiving the fcc.
. It was only the most recent victory
in a nationwide conservative effort to
disenfranchise
PIROs-started
by
Ralph Nader in 1970to pursue "consumer lssues'c-on campuses around
the country.
At UW, a group of College
Republicans, organized as "Citizens
for a Constructive Tomorrow," led
the lobbying effort against the PIRO.
, "The Citizens for a Constructive
Tomorrow's
only function
is to

destroy
PIROs
on campuses,"
according to WashPIRO organizer
Teri Van Loon.
Various conservative gruops have
challenged-though
not always
successfully-PIROs'
funding
at
Missouri,
Iowa, Massachusetts,
Mankato
State, Rice, Houston,
Rutgers, Maryland, New Mexico and
Syracuse, among other schools, since
1983.
In that
year,
the
College
Republicans'
national
office circulated a memo to its chapters
outlining
a campaign
to attack
PIROs by "infiltrating"
their governing boards and provoking student
elections to end waivable fee systems.
While conservatives
last week
defeated WashPIRO's attempt to get
more student
fees, the College
Republicans chapter at the University
of Minnesota was trying to overturn

MPIRO's
"waivable fee" funding
system.
Though MPIRO's
Matt Welbes
said the system is fair, PIRO critics
maintain
the groups arc liberal
political organizations.
The fee systems effectively force
students to support the PIROs, and
give the PIROs a favored position no
other student groups receive, according to critics.
To help fight them, the MidAtlantic Legal Foundation-a
group
of lawyers funded by various conservative businessmen-took
the case of
Rutgers conservatives who claimed
the fee system was unconstitutional"
and pushed it all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Last year, the U.S. Supreme Court
let stand
ruling that Rutgers'
PIRO's
mandatory-but-refundable
fee system was unconstitutional.

tions
and community
service
organizations provided volunteers to
mail phone banks and answer the
calls made by. residents pledging
money to thestatlon.
In addition, BSU communication
department students volunteered to
help with studio cameras, graphics
generators and other technical equipment used to produce the telethon.
Marino said there is no formula
available to get residents to call and
make a pledge to the station. Instead,
viewer interest in a particular program is measured by the pledge
responses
received
during
that
show. Marino said animal shows
generally do the best, which is why
they brought
Callahan
and the
animals from the Boise zoo.
Marino said the moncy raised
from telethon pledges pays for station programming for the entire ycar.
He said the September line-up will bc
chosen within the next month.
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fEDERAL [IIEDIT
&

Boise.Idaho 83709
Phone 377-4600

Guaranteed Student Loans are loans to Ihe student up 10 $2,625 per ncademlc
year for freshmen and sophomores, and $4,000 per year for juniors and seniors.
The interest rate is currently 8 percent for new students, the net proceeds of your
loan is dishursed 10 you, which can allow you 10 earn Interest on your balance
unlil you need 10 usc Ihe funds for educational purposes.
Guamnleed Student Loans are nnw-available at Capital Educators Federal Credit
Union for eli!:ible members attending BSU und other Institutions of hi!:her
education.
Are yon presently pllyill!: a service charge on your checking account? Wonld
)'()U

prefer a checking

account

with no monthly

service -charges,

no per-check

charges, and no minimum required balance? You can also earn daily dividends
on qnalifyin!: balances.
Sec Capilal Educators Federal Credit Union about these and other low-cosl services llvallable 10 our members, If you are nola member, )'OU are eli!:ible 10 join
if you are a full-lime BSU sludenl, or a family member of II studen].

a

BUSINESS HOURS
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday 8:30 a.rn, to 5:00 p.m,
Wednesday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday & Friday Drive-up window open til 5:30 p.rn.

MICHAEL J. FOX

Police Officer
Boise Police Department
Applications are being accepted for the position of POLICE
OFFICER through April 20th. Depending upon education or ex.perience, salary will range from $1,386 to $1,530the first year
and from $1,722 to $1,865 after one year, plus a generous
benefit package. Requirements: Applicants must be at least
21 years of age, be a U.S. citizen, and .have completed a
minimum of 64 academic semester college hours (possible
waiver of college requirement with prior law enforcement experience). Applicants must be able to succesfully complete a
comprehensive testing program, including a fitness assessment, oral Interview, polygraph, background examination,
psychological evaluation, drug screening and medical exam.
Applications may be obtained at the Boise City Personnel Of·
fice, 150 N. Capitol Blvd., Boise,)O 83702 (208) 384·4093 .
.'~
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There'S no such thing as
~n overnight success,

Our three-year and
two-yearschobirships won't
make coDege easie&

Brantley Foster took
two weeks.

·THE SECRET OF. MY.

SUCCESS

-Just easier to payfo~
Even if YOU didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
'pav for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to 51,000
a year. Get all the facts. B~ ALL YOU CAN BE:

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
385-3500

ARMY

AR}IT ROTC

RESERVEOFFICER5' TRAININC

cc'p,rs
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• A WTAR PRODUCTION. A HERBERTROSS FILM • ~E
• SCREENPlAY BY JIM CASH & JACK O'PS,

SECRETOF MYSUCC£$S" • HELfN SLATER. RICHARDJORDAN • MARGAREl'WIlmON
JR. ANDAJ CAROTHERS. STO/Y BY AJ CAROTHERS. MUSIC BY DAVIDFOSTER.

iAsmR t:y!~~=~Y;j.exEcUT'VEPR~~~~~~~~~iP'~~~I~~~~)R~~RlERTROSS.

-OPENS APRIL 10TH-

~!~~~
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Wisconsin paper faces hostiletakeQ.ver
the Cardinal business manager Tim
Carroll with Herald staff members,
then eventually close the Cardinal.
Keefe and Carroll attended the
meeting, and protested the decision
violated the paper's bylaws, but were
then fired.
After the' meeting, Keefe said,
Ausman, Atkins and Herald Editor
Brian Beneker called in campus
police to evict Cardinal staffers and
to force the business staff to open the
paper's financial records.
Keefe and Carroll appealed to
Associate Dean of Students Roger
. Howard, who ordered the police to
leave the Cardinal's office, and ruled Keefe would run the paper until
the board's actions could be reviewed by an "impartial third party."
"He feared things could become

MADISON, WI. (CPS)-Echoing
media group. "If two papers are
the merger wars waged among larger
competing, they
battle."
news organizations,
a conservative
In, this case, Badger Herald
University
of Wisconsin
campus
Publisher
Richard
Ausman
said
paper attempted two weeks ago to
business concerns led him 10 the
lake over the liberal campus daily.
takeover attempt, and that he was
The conservative Badger Herald's
hoping to create a single healthy daily
attempt-abetted
by a slate of concampus paper to replace the two
servatives
which had just won
struggling dailies.
control of the student government"Ausman says the purpose was all
to take over the liberal Daily Carfinancial,"
Cardinal Editor John
dinal, however, ended in astalemate
Keefe said, "but lots of people say
whim U of'W's dean or students pullhe's trying to crush the liberal voice
ed campus. police out of the fray.
on campus."
"It happens just like in the real
The 95-year-old Cardinal's board
world," according to Tom Rolnicki,
of directors, now under control of
head of the Associated Collegiate
members of a conservative party callPress, a Minneapolis-based
campus
ed The Bob Kasten School of Driv____________
•__ .. 'ing, that swept to power in January's
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OR ADVANCED)

BEGINNEROR ADVANCED'CostIs about
the sameas a semesterIn a U.S.college:
$3,870. Price Includes Jet round trip to
seville from New York, room. board, and
tuition complete. Gqvernment glllnts and

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day. four days a wook, four
months. Earn 18 hrs. 01credit (equivalent
t04Il8mesterstaughtlnU.S.collegesoVer
a !wO y8artime spsn).YourSpanishatudles

loans
may be applied
plO\llllms.

wlllbeenhancedbyoppor1unltlesnotaval~
able In a U.S. classroom. Standardized
tests show our students' language skills
supertor
to students
complellng two yoar
proQlllmsln
us, Advancedcoursesalso.
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Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced Put some excitement Into your colleGe careerll
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SEMESTER IN~SPAIN
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wlth thls coupon
or Student I.D.
Expires

government elections, voted
March to replace Keefe and

"I".

zip
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violent if new people were letin, so
the police were informed to ensure
public and property safety," Keefe
said.
The Cardinal, which Keefe said is
"left-leaning,"
is a private business,
controlled by a board consisting of
five students, four faculty members,
and the paper's editor and business
manager. Only the student members
have voting privileges.
The Herald, one of the first conservative "alternative"
newspapers
now operating 'on a score of U.S.
campuses, was founded in 1969, and
went daily last fall .
"The
politics
of the board
members had nothing to do with the
situation,"
Ausman, who was to be
the Cardinal's new business manager,
said.
Ausman said the Cardinal, and to
some extent the Herald, are struggling as they compete for the same
advertisers. A merger would save
both papers and give UW a single,
strong daily newspaper.
"Now, there are two dailies, which
is a great concept, but there's not
enough advertising base to support

ELECT

Hurry. It takes a lot of time to make all arIllngements.
SPRINGSEMESTER-Jan. 3D-May 29
FALLSEMESTER-AUg. 2ll-Dec. 19

Ron Craig

each year.

FULLYACCREDITED-AProglllmofT~nlty
ChristianCollege.
.
Forlullinformalion-send coupon to:

them," he said. "We wanted 10 get
them together before they both go
down the tubes."
"The
Cardinal
lost. massive
amounts
of money, this year,"
Ausman said. "Our paper hassome,
.but not so much. It can't go on this
way, and they, both can't survive."
Ausman said the two papers can
'survive
only another, five, or six
months.
Tlie Cardinal's Keefe agreed. "I
think there was a lotto be gained by
the Herafdand Ausman financially
through a merger. But there's also a
lot to be gained politically."
For now, Ausman said, "We'll both
continue as wewere before. They're
.
dealing with their financial troubles
now at the Cardinal.' But it's only a
matter of time, and it doesn't make
sense after their 95 years in existence
to keep spending money and end up
with nothing."
Keefe, in turn, said he wants to
decide the issue in the marketplace.
"Ausman says two dailies can't exist on campus, and we say if that's
true, let the competition decide which
survives," Keefe added.

ASBSU Educational Sena-tor
"Wanting to earn your trust."

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2065 LarawayLake DriveS,E..CN
Grand Rapids.Michigan 495(,.
_ (APrOgramofTrinltYChristlanf,~.1~~
IIIlIl __

..

_B.II

Apply Now To Serve ·As An
ASBSU Student Representative
On These Boards ...
U niversity.;.Wide
Affirmative Action
Bookstore Advisory
Child Care Center
Executive' Food Service'
Financial Advisory Board
Intercollegiate Athletics Board of Review'
Intramural/Open Board
National Student Exchange
Newspaper Advisory Board
Pavilion Policy Board
Promotion/Tenure Committees
SPEC. Center Board of Governors

Student
Student
, Student
Student

Hall of Fame
Policy Board
Retention
Union Board of Governors

Faculty Senate
Academic Standards
. Commencement
Curriculum
Financial Aids
Honors Program
Library
Matriculum

For more lntorrnation, please call 385-1440or apply at ASBSU offices
"
"
,
2nd floor of the SUB.
'

Great Experience!

SPORTS
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Schools from all over the state

BSU 'wins18 events in meet
by Christopher

Walton

'

jump, as BSU placed second, third
throw and the shot pUI. Muse's discus
and fourth. George Ogbeide of the
throw was 181-3, placing him ahead
of teammate led Lindsley, who plac- , U of I won with a jump of 24-5 'Iz,
BSU female sprinter
Sabrina
followed by Sheets at 24-1, Kemp at
ed third at 162-6;
Johnson and .U of I male sprinter
24-3,4 and Wendall Lawrence at 23-7.
Muse put the shot 56-9'1z as LindPatrick Williams were named as the
Brown placed first in the men's
sley finished second at 51-II. Sixth
outstanding competitors at Abe AIl1I0-meter hurdles in 14.23, followed
went to BSU's Brad Thompson at
Idaho Track and Field Meet, held in
by Byron Canty in 14.6.
42-4.
Miller placed first in the women's
Bronco Stadium 3-4.
One of the closest events of the day
long jump eompetition
at 19·53,1."
Both the BSU men's and women's
was the men's high jump competifollowed by Whelan in third at 18"0,
squads captured first place at the antion.
Santora in fifth at 16-6 and Neeley
nual meet. The men's team scored
Troy Kemp, who has already
in seventh at 16-3 V..
101 points, while second-place ISU
qualified .for the NCAA championKaren Booker of Ricks used a late
scored 62v'. Following ISU wer~ the
ships for BSU, and Joey Johnson,
push to win the women's 1,500-meter
U of.I with 60YJ, Ricks College with
who was last year's national junior
run, followed by, Christine Olen of
33 YJ and CSI with 26 points.
eollege high jump champion from
BSU, who finished second in 5:05.5
The women's team defeated Ricks
CSI, each cleared 7-2 but missed at
and Lauri Peters, who finished fourth
andISU
with 91 points, as Ricks
7-4.
in 5:14.0.
placed second with 40 and ISU third
Johnson placed first with fewer atISU's Rene Sepulveda finished first
with 38.
tempts. BSU's Matt Owen placed
in the men's 3,OOO-meter steeplechase
J ohnson set meet records in the
third at 6-6.
in 9:28.05,
while
BSU's
Jack
Williams won the men's 200-meter
IOO-meter dash and the 200-meter
Winterowd placed second in 9:28.95,
dash, while Williams won both of
dash in 21.48, while Cale Dale was
less than
one second.
behind
the top BSU finisher in third place.
those
events
in
the
men's
Sepulveda. Jeff Magallanes was third
Dale's time was 22.17.
competition.
in 9:36.11.
Johnson also competed -on two
Dale finished second to Williams
BSU's Itai IIlouz, one of two
in the men's 100-meter dash, 10.53 to
winning BSU relay teams.
Israelis on the BSU team, placed
BSU scored victories in 18 events,
10.61. BSU's Dan Sheets placed sixth
third in the men's 400-meter run in
in 11.0.
including the women's high jump
49.86. The winner was ISU's Dave
Shane Bilodeau of Ricks won both
competition, where Kelly Baker set a
Cook,who
finished in 48.55.
the men's 5,OOO-meter run and the
new school record.
McConnell and Neeley finished
men's 1,500-meter run. Bilodeau's
Baker's leap of 5'-10V. bettered the
one-two in the women's 400-meter
time in the 5,000 was 15:02.27, while
old mark by one-fourth of an inch
run, as McConnell finished in 58.06
he won the 1,500 in 3:53.9 over BSU's
. and placed her ahead of ISU's
and Neeley in 58.72. BSU's Nicole
Dan Holmes, who finished in 4:00.9.
.Amber Welty, who also cleared
Terra placed fourth in 1:00.72.
BSU's Major won the 100-meter
;5-1OV., but in more attempts. Third
'ISU's Dianne Gobel finished first
hurdles in 14.51, narrowly defeating
went to BSU's Marlene Hadfield at
in the women's 3,000-meter run in
, teammate Karla Jacoby in 14.62. Ma-5-4.
10:35.2, while BSU's top finishers
jor also placed first in the women's
Johnson
won
the women's
were Lauri Peters in 11:14.0 (fourth)
400-meter hurdles, while Jill Silva
200-meter dash in 24.69 ahead of
and Joanne
Losensky in 11:25.2
finished third.
teammates Julie McConnell (25.37),
(fifth).
Tracy Crawford of Ricks scored a
Donna Swindell (25.96) and Carla
Lawrence,
who has qualified,
double victory in the women's discus
BOydJ26.57) foraBronco sweep.
along with Kemp, for the NCAA
and shot put, scoring ahead of BSU's
Johnson won the 100-meter dash
championships,
won the triple jump
Nancy
Kuiper' in both events.
in 11.9 seconds, followed by Swindell
with a distance of 52-7.
in 12.25. Boyd placed fourth in 12.55, Crawford defeated Kuiper by four inIlan Goldwasser, the other BSU
ches in the shot put, 43-6 to 43-2.
while BSU's Jeannine Santora finishteam member from Israel, won the
In the discus, Crawford threw
ed sixth in 13.13.
men's 400-meter hurdles in 53.28,
159-10 to Kuiper's 152-9'1z. Silva
; Johnson ran the anchor leg in the
"women's 1,600-meter relay as BSU placed third in the shot put with a _ while Brown finished fourth in 55.09.
Bill Culbreath of ISU won the pole
toss of 32-9.
finished first in 3:55.13. Second went
vault competition at 15-0.
The U of I's team scored a narrow
"to Ricks in 4:05.95, while CSI finishIn the men's 800-meter run, Denvictory in the men's 400-meter relay,
ed third in 4:07.51 and ISU placed
nis Hines of Ricks placed first in
defeating BSU 41.3 to 41.8.
'fourth in 4:21.19.
1':51.68, while Pete Nunez of BSU
ISU's Marci Payne used her final
Joining Johnson on the winning
placed third in 1:53.58 and Holmes
jump to win the women's triple jump
team, were Stacia Neeley, McConnell
placed sixth in 1:56.77.
competition.
Payne leaped 39-10,
and Carmel Major.
In the women's 800-meter run,
The women were also victorious in placing over BSU's Macie Miller,
Olen placed first in 2:23.28.
the 400-meter relay, winning in 47 - who finished at 38-8Y2. Third went
The ISU team won the, men's
seconds as Ricks placed second in to Jacoby 3t36-9, while Whelan plac1,600-metcr relay over BSU, 3:16.32
50.9 and CSI placed third in 51.2. ed fourth at 36-3.
to 3:17.62.
The women's javelin competition
Johnson again ran the anchor leg,
BSU's Brad Thompson won the
was won by Sonja Stanek of Ricks,
joining Jennifer Whelan, Swindell
javelln with a toss of 64.13 meters,
who threw 151-6V.. "
and McConnell.
followed by Sheets in third at 58.9
The men's long jump competition
BSU's Steve Muse scored a double
and Lindsley in fifth at 54.76.
was a replay of the women's triple
victory, winning both the discus
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Tennis team
victorious
against NNe
in dual meet
The Bronco men's tennis team
dominated NNC in a dual meet April
3, winning all nine matches.
Dave Harmel scored the-most impressive victory of the day with a 6-0,
6-0 defeat of NNC's Kent Styles.
In addition, Lee Galway defeated
Kelly Boken 6-2, 6-1, Dave Tibbetts
defeated Greg Belzer 6-2, 4-6, 6-2,
Maurice Vasconcellos defeated Nik
Tobia 6-3, 6-2, Tim Crist defeated
Mike Davidson 6-1, 6-2 and Max
Waebler defeated Bruce Larson 6-1,
6-2.
In doubles competition,
Galway
and Tibbetts defeated Boken and
Belzer 6-2; 4·6, 6-2, Crist and
Vasconcellos defeated Tobia and larson 6-2, 6-1 and Brad Hines and
Harmel defeated Styles and Davidson 6-1, 6-0.
•
The team has a 7-5 overallrecord.
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Chris Buller I University News

Wet sneakers:

Jack Winterowd
goes thruugh the water
jump in the steeplechase eompetilion.

Who: Everyone 19 and
What: BSU N'jght
When: Every Thursday

.-'.

over

Night
8 p.m. til closing

Where:

~

To Fight Inflation
Well Drinks $1.75
- 64 oz. Pitcher Draft Beer $4.00
SPECIAL 4 Liquor Drinks $2.50
1/2 Liter Specialty Drinks $2.75
Dancing Mon.-Sat. 9-Closing

Why:
With:

Food and Drink Specials N'tal.- SOt.
No CQVer Charge.
Across Fran from BSUon Capitol Blvd.
336 - 7745

tu ents!

Apply Now for the Position of

Senator at large
represent BSU in the Student Senate

For lTl'ore information call 385-1440 or Pickup an -app(ication at
the ASBSU offices, 2nd tloor of the SUB.

Application

deadline April 20 at 4 p.m,

"--~"-,
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Pair take judo seriously,
'compete across the nation
Both are members of the five-man
Senior Intermountain
Team, and
each has competed nationally and internationally
in the past.
Tho BSU students placed fourth in
.According to Beutler, he has imtheir respective weight divisions. at
proved greatly since his time in the
the National Collegiate Judo Championships,
April 4, in Columbus,
Army.
"Before I didn't . have 'the conOhio.
fidence I do now," he said. "I got to
Greg Dobbs and Craig. Beutler
work with people who had different
each won their openinground divistyles, and I was exposed to a lot of
sions to compete in semifinal rounds.
competition from all over."
.
Dobbs' finished with a 6-2 winning
Beutler said that he got into judo
record, and Beutler finished with a
because he wanted a taste of in5-2 record.,
Beutler, who competes
at 189 dividual competition.
"I was a team player for years in
pounds, studied judo for two years
baseball and other sports," he said.
in Germany during aastint in the
"I like judo because if you lose, you
Army.
lose, and if you win, you win-you
"Judo in the Army opened up a lot
do it yourself."
of avenues for me, and it gave me
Dobbs, who began competing at
travel opportunities,"
he said.
age 5, began competing in 1986 after
Dobbs, 27, and Bentler, 25, both
a four-year layoff because of a conThin Falls natives, each won the right
struction accident. He injured his
to compete .at nationals by winning
knee in this year's first tournament,
their respective weight classes at the'
but came on strong at the end of the
Intermountain Championships,
held
season.'
in McCall, Feb. 28.
Beutler said that the national tourBeutler began competing serious- '
ly at age 16 after dabbling in the nament, held at Ohio State University, was run on the European pool
sport for a time in elementary school.
system, with four-man brackets and
, Both Beutler arid Dobbs got back
seedings for the final round.
into the sport after short layoffs.
Both are instructors for the BSU
Beutler 'las! competed in the colJudo Club, which meets Tuesdays
legiate nationals
in 1982, while
and Thursdays at 5:30 p.m. in the
Dobbs competed in 1979.
wrestling room on the second floor
Dobbs, who competes
at 172
of the swimming pool facility, They
pounds, trained in [986 at the Olymteach beginner
and intermediate
pic Training Center in Colorado
classes with the help of adviser Mike
Springs, Colo.
Campbell.
They' have had a full year of comKodokan Judo was brought to the
petition with, the BSU Judo Club,
U.S. from Japan in 1913. The idea is
and each has been successful.
to throw your opponent to the mat
Beutler placed first in tournaments
in order to' score points, and points
in Salt Lake City, Utah, Ogden,
can also be scored after the throw if
Utah, Caldwell, Ontario, Ore. and
progress is shown while the opponent
McCall, while Dobbs placed first at
is down.
Caldwell, Ontario and McCall.
by Christopher

Walton

The University News

r.-:"

Chris, Buller I Unlverslly News

Up in the air:

Stephen King, a member of the BSU Soccer Club, tries one of his famous
Pele trick shots. The club practices every afternoon' next to the SUB.

Ticket shortage prompts changes
"We want the students to know ~
there is a ticket for them," Jerome
said, "but you can no longer wait to
A winning BSU basketball season
the last minute to pick it up."
has shot home game attendance up
Jerome, who is in charge of
83 percent, set a Big Sky attendance
athletic ticket sales, said the sellout
record and left some students
of student tickets was a sympton of
without game tickets.
"growing pains" associated with a
Students were turned away from
winning program.
the BSU-U of I game because, basLast season, student attendance at
cd on the previous numbers of
home games averaged 573, including
students at basketball games, the
guests. At last year's U of I game, 973
athletic department put a number of
students, including guests, attended.
student tickets up for sale to the
This year the average student allenpublic as reserve tickets on an indance is up to 1,234, including guests.
dividual game basis, according, to
Jerome is in the difficult position
1~SU Assistant Athletic Director Dave
of trying to adjust the system to acJerome. Most of those ticketswere on
commodate everyone,
the balcony, Jerome said.
~
"It's a juggling act," Jerome said.
According
to Pavilion General
. "We want to get as many pcoplein
Manager Dexter King, approximately
there (the Pavilion) as we can."
3,685 seats arc available to students.
II' the students arc not going to atThe BSU-U of [ game was watchtend the game, it is only fair that
cd by 3,200 students and their guests,
those seats are opened up to the
-\85 less than the alloted number of
public, he said.
student seats.
Ticket sales at the Montana State
The I3SU-U of I game was the first
University game were a sell-out, but
basketball garncin Pavilion history
attendance
was well below the
for which student demand for tickets
Pavilion's capacity. It is unfair to the
exceeded tile supply. There was no
general public to leave seats for I3SU
way to predict the student demand
students empty when those scats
for tickets tripling lor that one game,
could be filled; if a student has a
Jerome said.
ticket he needs to show up to the
"There was no attempt to deceive
game, Jerome said.
th~ students,"
Jerome said. "NorHe said he is happy to see the stumallv we hold
big cushion." The
dent section full. "Our student sec'a,erace
for the season had been
tion was really great last year," he
'arnu,~d 800 students. Three times
said. "They arc definitely the most
that 'number were held for students
spirited group, The crowd has really
Ior the U of [ game.
developed
into a big college

II)" Grant Amaral
The University Neil'S

l'

,I

atmosphere. "
With a 17-[ record in the Pavilion,
BSU definitely has a home court advantage, he added.
.
The student scats in the Pavilion
are a bargain as well as being some
of the best in the house, according to
Jerome. The same tickets on the opposite side of the court run Pavilion
club members and rough riders approximately $32 to $28 per game for
the season.
Student tickets to football games
are a good. deal as well. According to '
Jerome, there arc 4,500 student scats
in the football stadium. The seats run
the length of the stadium and arc
close to the sidelines.
ln comparison, Jerome said, student sections at the University of
'Florida run from the 40-yard line to
the goal, at Northwestern the student
section runs from the 30-yard line to
the goal, and Oregon State University's student section runs from the
35-yard line to thc goal.
Jerome foresees a few basketball
sellouts next year as well, he said.
For Saturday games, Jerome intends to set a Thursday or Friday
deadline for tickets, he said. There
was a deadline in the past, according
to Jerome, which he has allowed to
go to Saturday.
The changes in demand for student tickets will no longer allow a
Saturday deadline, and if students
really want to go to a game, they
should pick up their tickets on the
day they go on sale, Jerome said.

Gymnasts score big at meet
The BSU gymnastics squad received its first 180 score at the Mountain
West Athletic Conference Championships on March 21.
. The squad was asked to compete
in the Northwest Regional Competirion of the NCAA Championships
on the strength of its MWAC win.
The learn had scored [79 four
tin;e~ during the season before scor-

ing [80.05 at the conference meet,
held ill Bronco Gymnasium.
Lisa Treciak was, the overall conference individual champion, narrowly defeating teammate Connie
Lavertu, who was making her final
appearance ata BSU home match.
The squad turned a few heads
March 6, placing fourth at the
Shanico
Invitational,
'hosted
by

Oregon State University.
The team scored 179.15 in that
meet, placing behind the University
of Washington,
the University of
Arizona and OSU.
Treciak was the highest overall
finisher at 36.4, leaving her .n eighth
place.
'
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GOOd
Monday
Only ...
With coupon get our
16" regular crust
pepperoni pizza,
.
plus 2 colas for $8.00
/!)

One coupon per pizza. -

Domino's Pizza ~
Delivers Free
HOURS:
4:30 p.m. - 1 a.m. Sunday- Thursday
4:30 p.m. - 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

343·5995

___ m

1013 Vista

OurdriYers carry less than $20,00.
Liini1ed deliWry are.,

_

One coupon per pizza.

Only $8.00

Get our 16" regular
crust pepperoni pizza
plus 2 'Cokes.
Good

Our drivers carry less tlian $20.00.
limited delivery area.

Monday

Only.

Domino's Pizza Delivers
1013 Vista
343·5995

..JUST FOR .FUN
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THE .LAST LAUGH

Spring break was weird
by Steve F. Lyon
The University News
Hey, what can I say? I'm back from spring break, and I have absolutely
no titillating tales of vuglar, lewd or rude behavior to tell you folks about.
I tried. I definitely tried to coerce some of my degenerate fiends, er, friends
to pool some bucks and schedule a cross-country road trip to hell and back.
But no, nobody's organized anymore, nobody's got any decent ideas, nobody's
willing to come across with any sort of commitments these days; you can't
even get a good firm handshake anymore.
I did hear of some relatively cool-sounding trips, to exotic places like San
Francisco, Palm Springs, Mexico, Daytona Beach.
As a matter of fact, MTV went to Daytona and I, not feeling very productive that week we had off, watched about 47 hours of that juvenile "raunch
and roll" they play on MTV while I was back east in Idaho Falls, stuffing
myself with meal upon meal-six a day in fact-of apple turnovers, the frozen
kind which I only halfway cooked between commercials and crappy Jefferson Starship videos, but they were pretty good anyway-at
least the ones
I didn't burn were. I ate and I ate and I ate, even though I wasn't hungry,
even though I felt like throwing up as I gained 50 pounds sitting in front
of that television, just me and my double chin, and I couldn't get my jeans
to zip anymore, so I was sitting in an upright, wide-awake coma, indecently
exposed, even though I knew it was bad for my eyes to be sitting within two
feet of the television, but I didn't care anyway, because the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory is only 50 miles down the road and for all I knew
they could have been releasing massive amounts of radioactive gases into
the air, which could have been blowing directly over my dad's house, which,
incidently, is directly on the final approach of the municipal airport where
there. are these little prop planes, flown by local. engineer-tyne-nerds
with
pilot's licenses, not to be confused with the Western Airlines pilots who also
fly those big, sleek, wonders of technology into the larger airport. in Idaho
falls, those guys are the pros-they
have little silver wings on their uniforms
and distinguished-looking
gray hair and I'll bet they got stewardesses crawling all over them up in the cockpit at 30 thousand feet in the sky-so while
I was watching MTV live from Daytona Beach I would hear these planes
getting closer and lower, and once I thought I heard one of those little prop
planes lose an engine in the field right as it was about to fly over my dad's
house, so I crawled under the lounge chair and accidently squished some
. apple turnover-into the red crushed velvet rug, and my day chewed my butt
out even though he didn't know about the airplane that lost one of its engines,
and outside the wind was blowing like hell as it always does over in hicksville
this time of year, so my plans of getting 16 weather balloons and filling them
with helium, then tying them to a lawn chair, and flying somewhere cool
for spring break were out because the only lawn chair I could find out in
the shed had the bottom ripped out of it so my spring break was not that
much fun at all. How was yours?
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Meadow
Falsehoods
Cry of crow
Flesh
•
Newspaper
paragraph
13 River: Sp.
14 Symbol for
sliver
15 Greek letter
17 Pea or bean
19 Ordinance
21 In addillon
23 Small lump
24 Verve
26 Exist
28 Animal coat
31 Bow
33 Period of time
35 Uncooked
36 Coming from
38 Fictillous
lale
1
4
8
11
12

41 Fulfill
42 Marry
44 School of
whales
45 Cover.
47 Paradise
49 Church bench
51 Barter
54 Vigor
56 Sluggard
58 Beverage
59 Ran away to be
married
62 Corded cloth
64 Busy with
65 Outfit
66 Walked on
68 Bold
70 French for
"summer"
71 Organs for sight
72 Indl'/idual

DOWN
1 Lawful
2 Babylonian
deity
3 Devoured
4 Climbing plant
5 Kind of type:
abbr.
6 Lamprey
7 Merganser
8 Less refined
9 Goal
10 Sorrow
11 Masculine
16 Symbol for.
tantalum
18 Opening
20 Pale
22 Envisioned
25 Neither
27 Sea: eagle
29 Young boy

ao ccuote
32 Canine

Perform
36 Be In debt
37 Gave food to
39 Chart
40 Dawn goddess
43 Dedicate
46 Fondle
48 Pinch
50 Hospital
sections
52 Rent
53 Thin strip
of wood
55 Apportion
57 Pronoun
59 Piece out
60 Illuminated
61 Arid
63 In favor of
67 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
69 Article

34
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C:LASSIFIEDS
, HELP WANTED

JBK Mailcompany
P.O. Box 25,
Castaic, Calif. 913io.

A
FEW
SPARE'
HOURS?
'Receive/forward
mail from home!
Uncle Sam works hard-you
pocket
hundreds honestly! Details, send selfaddressed,
stamped
envelope.
BEDUYA:Box
17145, Tucson, Ariz,
85731.
HIRING TODAY! Top Pay! Workat
Home. No experience needed. Write
Cottage Industries, 14071/1 Jenkins,
Norman, Okla. 73069.
GOVERNMENT
JOBS $16,040$59,230/yr. How hiring. Call (805)
687-6000, Ext.R-7849
for current
federal list.
EXCITING
BOSTON-Sports,
. Nightlife, Theater, Entertainment!
Live for one year in the Boston area
with a carefully screened family as a
live-in nanny. Good salary, vacation.
Nanny Network. Call (617) 794-2035
01 write One on One, 10 Berkeley
Lane, Andover, Mass. 01810.
GOOD INCOME working with mail
from home! Experience unnecessary!
Some typing required. Details, send
self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
B. Joan, p.o. Box 325, Logan, Utah
84321.
EARN $480 weekly-$60
per hundred circulars mailed. Guaranteed.
Work at home and participate in our
company project mailing circulars
and assembling
materials-send
stamped self-addressed envelope to

ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT-Fisheries.
Earn $6oo/week
in cannery, $8,000-$12,000 for two
months on fishing vessel. Over 8,000
openings. No experience necessary,
male or female. For 52-page employment booklet send $5.95 to: M&L
Research, Box 84008, Seattle, Wash.
98124.
$10-$500 weekly/up
mailing circulars! Rush self-addressed, stamped
envelope: A~I, 11020 Ventura, Suite
268 Dept. E6, Studio City, Calif.
91604.

ARRESTED-INJURED-SUED
For'
reasonable
attorney's
fees; call
344-1066 or 465-0803. Full service
law office.

FOR RENT
STUDIO ROOMS Vz block from
SUB. Utilities paid. $170 month, $125
deposit. 385-7259 days, 385-1035 or
344-0071 evenings.

, Warning: The editorialstaff of The
University News does not investigate
the claims of any business or entity
advertising in the classified section.
We make no claims as "to the
legitimacy, accuracy or legality of
theseadvertisements, and suggest
readers carefully investigate any investment or employment opportunity
before making a committment ..

STUDENTS NEEDED to help BSU
get honest,
responsible
student
government'. Vote for Waddell and
Overton on April 8, 9.
ALASKA
Student jobs

EMPLOYMENTfor summer at Mt.

NEWS

Business Manager
for the 1987-88 school year.
Applicants should be at least a junior in the School of
Business and have knowledge in bookkeeping, accounts
receivable and budget statements,
Training starts May 1, 1987. This is a paid position and
offers great experience. Drop by our offices for an application and interview appointment.

Summer '87
Boise State University Summer Study Tours

*
*

AL-ANON/ALATEEN
Family
Grpups-self-help
fellowship
for
family and friends of alcoholics.
24-hour hotline. 344-1661.

ADOPTION:
Loving couple unable
to have children would like to adopt
newborn. Contact Shelly. Call collect
(208)356-3633
from 9:00a.m.-5:30
p.m,

AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELYL
Nice one bedroom basement apartment in North End. Very quiet:
$165/month plus YJ utilities.W/D,
private bath. 345-4746, call in evenings except Tuesday,

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT:
Colorado mountain resort employer, in
Estes Park, is seeking applicants for:
Retail Sales, Food Service, and
miscellaneous jobs. Openings from
May through September; For information, write: National Park VillageNorth, clo Mark Schifferns, 740 Oxford Ln., Fort Collins, Colo. 80525.

is accepting applications for the position of

* Morelia,
* Mexican

MISCELLANEOUS

HELPline:
Free,
confidential,'
convenient-ext.
3469,
10:30
a.m.-1:30 p.rn., M-F.

HAIR STYLING MODELS, male
and female, Idaho Beauty Show,
April 12. Short haired male models
call Rex Dorius: 342-2348. Female
models: Valene Chritchlow, 322-8373.

~UNIVERSITY

.* European
* spatru ,

McKinley National Park. Room and
board
available.
No experience
necessary. Only neat, hard working
need reply to (208) 375-5925 or write
Box 45235, Boise, 'Idaho 83704.

Finance

::

Mexico
.Culture
Russia
:
Ashland ShaKespearean

May zo-June 12
June 21-Aug. 1
June 22-July 17
July 14-Aug. 2
Ju1y 19-Aug. 2
Festival... .....Aug. 10-17

Travel and Earn Credits

Information:

(208) 385·3295

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

PC Tyme: Now Open
IBM·PC Clone Rental
Typewriter Rental
Photocopy Rental
H.P. Laser Printer
Low Rental Rates in a Quiet, Private Setting.
Open Everyday 10 a.rn.B p.m.
1226 Broadway (Across from Burger'n Brew)
Phone 336-1631

WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO
CALL YOUR PARENTS?
I

a) When you're stuck in your room because

someone "pennied" your door.

b) When you spent all your money playing
video games and you still have to buy books
for Developmental Psych.
e) When you iust miss hearing their voices and
telling them what you've been doing.
One thing about parents: they love to hear what you've
been up to.
'
,
But you should call them anyway.
.
And when they ask where you were last night, tell them
that you always call using AT&T Long Distance Service
because of AT&T's high quality service and
exceptional value.
When they ask how your studies are going, remind them
that AT&T gives YOlL
immediate credit if you
dial a wrong number,
And when they ask
about your plans for the
weekend, note that you
can count on AT&T for clear '
long distance connections. '
-.,.
. And when, at last,
they praise.y.ou for using
" '-"
AT&T,then-and only
.~
then-you might waJlt to
~
mention those Psych books.

~.
it '

-.-'

AT&T
'The right choice.

